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ABSTRACT
The Picturesque and Its Decay: The Travel Writing and Journals of
Dorothy Wordsworth, Mary Wollstonecraft, and Mary Shelley
by
Gabrielle Kappes
Advisor: Alexander Schlutz
This project puts forth the argument that when the late eighteenth century’s taste for
nature and picturesque tourism had peaked, writers following in the picturesque tradition
grappled with the limitations and confines of these aesthetic categories. In the chapters that
follow, I present three authors, Dorothy Wordsworth, Mary Wollstonecraft, and Mary Shelley,
who are all dissatisfied with the conventions of the picturesque. Dorothy Wordsworth’s Alfoxden
Journal (1798) demonstrates the nuances of the picturesque instability where distinctions
between nature and the cultural production of nature have become muddied. I then examine three
tour narratives in order to draw attention to how this moment of picturesque fatigue incites
writers to complicate existing aesthetic tropes and establish new ways of representing nature.
Dorothy Wordsworth’s Recollections of a Tour Made in Scotland, A.D. 1803 encodes the
landscape with a multi-representational topography, including her hand-drawn maps as an
alternative medium of representing the Scottish Highlands. Mary Wollstonecraft’s Letters
Written During a Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark (1796) reveals an ethical
inquiry into the affective representation of the ill effects of human industry, including ecological
disaster and cultural catastrophe. Mary Shelley’s Rambles in Germany and Italy in 1840, 1842,
and 1843 illustrates the tour narrative’s ultimate departure from traditional aesthetics, where a
landscape inflamed with history’s violence and shaken by the belated shock of trauma cannot be
measured or controlled by the picturesque.
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Introduction
The Paradox of the Picturesque
“Seldom art
Can emulate that magnitude sublime,
Which spreads the native lake; and failing there,
Her works betray their character, and name;
And dwindle into pools” (259)
“FROM scenes of art, let us hasten to the chief object of our pursuit, the wild scenes of nature –
the wood, – the copse, – the glen – and open-grove.” (263)
-- William Gilpin, Remarks on Forest Scenery (1791)
Champions of the picturesque aesthetic, like William Gilpin, encourage the traveler to reassemble the various features of a natural scene into a more pleasing whole. Though these lines
relate to park scenery – the gardener’s artfully trimmed hedgerows and polished plots – also
apparent is the ambiguous territory planted in the traveler’s artistic rendering, known as the
picturesque paradox: the traveler wishes to discover a wild and authentic nature, yet is faced with
the task of representing this natural world; and in this creative process – whether in writing,
sketches, or watercolors – the traveler’s imagination inadvertently changes it.1 Therein lies the
tension at the heart of this aesthetic form; how can the landscape-seeker reconstruct a natural
world that adheres to a specific set of categories, but also reveals nature’s original, untamed
state? The instability of this picturesque paradox, expressed by Gilpin in his writings, is also
apparent in many of the works of British Romantic writers who adhered to picturesque
principles. In the subsequent production of travelogues that followed in the wake of this variety
of tourism, the challenges and frustrations of rendering a natural scene in its uncultivated form
1

Malcolm Andrews in The Search for the Picturesque elaborates on this picturesque paradox
and also offers another: the touring traveler of the landscape inadvertently perpetuates a sense of
Englishness.
1

are highly visible. When picturesque tourism had reached its apogee, and the late eighteenth
century’s taste for nature had peaked, writers grappled with the limitations and confines of these
aesthetic categories. This project puts forth the argument that this moment of picturesque fatigue
incites writers to complicate existing aesthetic tropes and establish new ways of seeing and
representing nature. I present three authors who are all dissatisfied with the conventions of the
picturesque because they seek to capture specific aesthetic experiences in writing that the
conventional forms cannot contain. Dorothy Wordsworth, Mary Wollstonecraft, and Mary
Shelley all engage with the picturesque in order to question and investigate this aesthetic in their
own particular ways. This engagement with the picturesque creates an opening for the kind of
affective self-nature relationships that they wish to capture. The picturesque paradox, then,
becomes an opening for these writers to formulate additional inquiries about rendering aesthetic
experience. I argue that in order to identify these moments of disengagement and critical
questioning, it is first necessary to investigate the nuances of the picturesque instability without
the noise of the traveler’s encounters with a foreign terrain. In what functions as a prelude to
arguments surrounding tour literature, I offer Dorothy Wordsworth’s self-nature experiments in
the Alfoxden Journal (1798) as a means of isolating the instability of the picturesque in a familiar
and intimate setting. Here, the distinction between nature and artistic representation is amplified,
as Wordsworth attempts to deliver a pure, picturesque model. Once these aesthetics are clearly
presented, this project unfolds through a series of analyses pertaining to three travel narratives
that all demonstrate various degrees of disengagement from picturesque aesthetics. In her
Scottish tour, Recollections of a Tour Made in Scotland, A.D. 1803, Wordsworth, showing
heightened anxiety over the confines of picturesque vocabulary, encodes the landscape with a
2

multi-representational topography, including her hand-drawn maps as an alternative medium of
representing the Highlands. Mary Wollstonecraft’s late eighteenth-century tour of Scandinavia,
Letters Written During a Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark (1796) reveals how
picturesque principles of variety, irregularity, and decay are no longer useful to define her
affective self-nature experiences. Her engagement with the picturesque culminates with an
inquiry into alternative aesthetic modalities concerned with geological principles, cultural
catastrophe, and ecological disaster. The question of how history makes itself known in a
picturesque landscape is one that Mary Shelley also takes up in her travel narratives. In Rambles
in Germany and Italy in 1840, 1842, and 1843, Shelley’s distancing from the picturesque opens a
way for her to create an aesthetic narrative out of the belated experience of traumatic memory,
whether a result of cultural violence or personal suffering. In order to address these arguments, it
will be helpful to first examine the core principles and figures associated with the picturesque.
John Ruskin wrote that the term “picturesque”– aside from theological disputes – was
likely the subject of the most frequent debates.2 Indeed, the picturesque is a notoriously difficult
aesthetic category to define. The picturesque aesthetic developed in the eighteenth century, with
the period of the “high Picturesque” spanning from the 1770s-1810s in Britain (Whale 3). Three
major figures took part in the picturesque aesthetic debate: William Gilpin (1724-1804), Uvedale
Price (1747-1829), and Richard Payne Knight (1715-1924). Known as a gentleman farmer and
Whig parliamentarian, Price’s picturesque lacked any sense of uniformity; instead he prized
gardens that were irregular, overgrown, and that had dilapidated structures and a few roaming
vagabonds. Knight, on the other hand, was one of Price’s top critics. Disliking the disarray of
Price’s definitions, Knight’s aesthetic experiences stressed the notions and distinctions that the

2

See John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture. London: George Allen, 1880, p.342.
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viewer makes upon viewing a landscape, rather than the viewer’s abiding by rigid forms or rules.
For Knight, the associations of the spectator’s mind, including the role of memory and emotions
in perception, tied the picturesque to a kind of romantic sensibility. A reverend and author,
Gilpin has been regarded by many scholars as one of the strongest voices in the picturesque
debate.3 Gilpin’s vision sided closely with Price’s notion of a movement away from a contrived
and self-aware system of design, and, instead, an embrace of variety, ruins, irregularity, and
wildness. According to Gilpin, in his illustrated travelogue Observations on the River Wye
(1782), for landscape to be considered picturesque, it had to adhere to “the rules of picturesque
beauty” that are “free from the formality of lines” (1-2).
Indeed, one of the most important aspects of Gilpin’s picturesque is how the traveler’s
eye follows and is delighted by the informal lines in the nature-scape: the curve of a path, the
bend of a brook, or the jagged slope of a cliff. We see that the eye’s roaming gaze is not part of
an arbitrary movement, but has been trained to follow the curves of this serpentine line, at once
beautiful and sublime.4 Debates about the picturesque speak to the production of visual culture
that emphasizes this line’s impact on the viewer’s affective and imaginative state. Before Gilpin
wrote his treatise on the picturesque, Horace Walpole and Thomas Whatley in the 1770s
historicized the landscape arts in what is known as landskip5 conventions. Walpole’s

3

Ann Bermingham in Landscape and Ideology: The English Rustic Tradition, 1740-1860 calls
Gilpin the picturesque’s “first real theorist,” whereas critic Rita Singer’s recent article contends
that while Gilpin did not invent the picturesque he “combined a series of previously diffuse
aesthetics” (63, 131). Kim Ian Michasiw’s “Nine Revisionist Theses on the Picturesque”
challenges the picturesque as a unified category and celebrates Gilpin’s picturesque writing as
radically opposed to the claims of later theorists.
4
The aesthetic origin of this serpentine line can be found in William Hogarth’s line of grace and
beauty in his Analysis of Beauty (1753). For further discussion, see chapter 3, 71-72.
5
Coined as the genre of representations of the land as exemplified in high art (de Bolla 107).
William Shenstone in “Unconnected Thoughts on Gardening” (1764) clarifies, “I use the words
landskip and prospect, the former as expressive of home scenes, the latter of distant images.”
4

observations are set out in The History of Modern Gardening (1771), which insists on viewing
landscape through the lens of national identity.6 Walpole highlights the achievements of
landscape architect William Kent who “leapt the fence, and saw that all nature was a
garden…[and] [t]hus the pencil of his imagination bestowed all the arts of landscape on the
scenes he handled” (26).7 Walpole promotes the painterly framework, that which is developed
within the regime of the picture, for the appreciation of the landscape. Peter de Bolla, in The
Education of the Eye: Painting, Landscape, and Architecture in Eighteenth-Century Britain,
argues that at this moment we can see in Walpole’s text “the seeds for a countertradition, one in
which the spacing of visuality is going to be opened up to a heterosomatics–the body in its
manifest diversity–and hence to a much wider public” (110). The counter-tradition that feeds
from the pictoralist’s argument is that of the picturesque.
These practices of viewing the landscape according to a developed aesthetic eye shift in
the late eighteenth-century, a shift most explicitly outlined in William Marshall’s Planting and
Ornamental Gardening, published in 1785. Marshall presents a critique of the pictorialist’s
standpoint: “Suppose a room to be hung with one continued rural representation, – would pretty
pictures be expected? Would correct landscapes be looked for? Nature scarcely knows the thing
mankind call a landscape” (604). Criticizing the artifice in landscape, Marshall’s argument
honors the liberation of nature from painterly codes. Perhaps Marshall’s most obvious standpoint
against the pictoralist aesthetic is presented in his review of Richard Payne Knight’s “The

6

Though Walpole’s essay was printed in 1771 with his Anecdotes of Painting in England, it was
not published until 1780. A separate edition of Walpole’s History of the Modern Taste in
Gardening was published in 1785, and a modern edition, edited by I.W.U. Chase, appears in
Horace Walpole, Gardenist (Princeton, 1943).
7
Walpole’s narrative begins “At that moment appeared Kent” (25). See John Dixon Hunt,
William Kent, Landscape Garden Designer (London, 1987).
5

Landscape, a Didactic Poem addressed to Uvedale Price” where he posits that the experience of
the viewer is just as significant as that which is being viewed.8
Thomas Whatley’s Observations on Modern Gardening was published in 1770, the year
before Walpole’s history. A theoretical treatment of picturesque gardening, Whatley neatly lays
out the acute taste for a natural kind of variety that should shape the objects the eye beholds:
Though the surface of a wood, when commanded, deserves all these attentions, yet the
outline more frequently calls for our regard; it is also more in our power; it may
sometimes be great, and may always be beautiful. The first requisite is irregularity. That
a mixture of trees and underwood should form a long straight line, can never be natural;
and a succession of early sweeps and gentle rounds, each a portion of a greater or less[er]
circle, composing all together a line literally serpentine, is, if possible, worse. It is but a
number of regularities put together in a disorderly manner, and equally distant from the
beautiful both of art and of nature. The true beauty of an outline consists more in breaks
than in sweeps; rather in angles than in rounds; in variety, not in succession. (44)
Whatley critiques the straightness and rigidity of a tree-lined path as well as the “serpentine”
irregularities of a cultivated line. Both lines suggest a landscape that is a complete and finished
picture where the imagination’s entry into the scene seems impenetrable. However, what
Whatley terms “true beauty” is an ordered chaos, the “regularities” amongst disorder that exist in
a place not entirely artificial and not all together organic. Whatley’s line opens a door to a variety
filled with mystery where the traveler has no idea what lies behind the line’s ninety-degree turn,
but can only imagine its enigma.

8

See William Marshall’s A Review of “The Landscape,” Also of an Essay on the Picturesque.
London, 1795.
6

Similarly to Whatley, the poet William Shenstone’s “Unconnected Thoughts on
Gardening”9 presents a constant emphasis upon the ways to involve the mind in the tangible and
imaginative exploration of a garden. Shenstone writes about his landscape at The Leasowes, his
family farm of three hundred acres in Shropshire, which he took over in 1747. His garden was
organized adhering to the “circuit” principle, a set of views that the observer experiences moving
in and through the garden.10 Shenstone notes that while variety should be prized in the landscape,
it can often be carried too far: “Variety however, in some instances, may be carried to such
excess as to lose it’s [sic] whole effect. I have observed ceilings so crammed with stuccoornaments; that, although of the most different kinds, they have produced an uniformity” (2:127).
The language Shenstone uses had, by the time his writing was published in 1764, become
commonplace, and certainly we see the lineage of the terms of variety, novelty, and uniformity
used in Burke’s Philosophical Inquiry in 1757. But what is significant about Shenstone’s
theories on variety and form is how he delineates what makes an ideal viewing experience:
It is not easy to account for the fondness of former times for strait-lined avenues to their
houses; strait-lined walks through their woods; and, in short, every kind of strait-line;
where the foot is to travel over, what the eye has done before. …To stand still and survey
such avenues, may afford some slender satisfaction, through the change derived from
perspective; but to move on continually and find no change of scene in the least attendant
on our change of place, must give actual pain to a person of taste. (2:130)

9

First published in the second volume of The Works in Verse and Prose, of William Shenstone,
Esq. London, 1764, 2:125-47.
10
Max F. Shulz discuss the “circuit” in “The Circuit Walk of the Eighteenth-Century Landscape
Garden and the Pilgrim’s Circuitous Progress,” Eighteenth-Century Studies, vol.15, 1981, pp. 125.
7

Much like Gilpin, Shenstone displays his dissatisfaction with the older and more formal style of
a garden layout. What governs Shenstone’s principles is the body’s moving response to the
landscape. Therein the emphasis lies in the spectacle for the eye and its subsequent “change of
place” through a “change of scene.” There must be two simultaneously moving fields at once in
this visual plane: one embodied and one disembodied.
These theories on the picturesque, and in particularly the eye’s pursuit of the serpentine
line, raise critical questions: How does the viewer’s eye define the visual sphere? How does the
experience of the natural world change when the viewer becomes a traveler in a non-familiar
place? What happens when these experiences are interrupted by historical and catastrophic
events? Recent Romantic scholarship has sought to engage with these questions by examining
the picturesque as ground for new investigations into literary, artistic, social, and cultural
histories in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The Politics of the Picturesque, edited
by Stephen Copley and Peter Garside, presents a collection of work that deals with radical
critiques and appropriations of the picturesque, and I am particularly indebted to John Whale’s
study of Romantic travelers. John Barrell’s The Dark Side of the Landscape examines the radical
shift in landscape painting as country life began to include the portrayal of the rural poor, and I
take Barrell’s work as a model on how the picturesque, too, in the nineteenth century becomes an
opening for tour books to include more kinds of varied aesthetic experiences shaped by history
and trauma.
Ultimately, I seek to build upon Malcolm Andrews’s argument in The Search for the
Picturesque: “[b]y the turn of the century the Picturesque vocabulary, both verbal and pictorial,
had hardened into a jargon, and impatience with it became more marked” (4, 33). I argue that in
addition to the hackneyed jargon, which causes frustrations in its tourists and travelers,
8

embedded in the picturesque form is an inherent instability of the relationship between nature
and culture. I propose that tour narratives, traditionally categorized under the picturesque genre,
highlight not only this quintessential instability, but also show a distinctive disengagement from
these aesthetics when the traveler encounters a landscape riddled by the harms of human industry
and ecological disaster or historical violence and personal trauma. It is also pertinent that I raise
the point that all of the theorists of the picturesque that I have surveyed are male, and all of the
travel narratives I examine in this project are written by women. Though my arguments are not
determined by a feminist reading of these texts, it does raise an important question about how
these Romantic female writers negotiate and perform the picturesque perspective offered by male
theorists and use this genre as a way to investigate new ways of rendering aesthetic
experiences.11
I would be remiss not to examine how tour narratives disengage from these traditional
categories, without first taking careful consideration of the picturesque paradox as formulated by
Gilpin in Three Essays, where “[n]ature is the archetype” (59), in other words, the paradox that
the viewer should look at nature as though it were a painting, and look at a painting as though it
were nature. My first chapter takes up this task using Dorothy Wordsworth’s Alfoxden Journal
(1798) and proposes that Wordsworth’s journal can be read as a pure model of this picturesque
instability. The distinctions between nature and cultural production of nature become muddied,
and Wordsworth’s natural world – her nature-as-archetype – is always in a ceaseless state of
flux. For Wordsworth, there is no distinction between herself and the world around her; all is part
of an always-moving constellation that she terms “perpetual motion.” I use Spinoza’s thoughtsystem in Ethics as a way to make sense of Wordsworth’s shifting self-nature relations, and I
11

For more on investigating the framework of a female romanticism, see Kari E. Lokke, Tracing
Women’s Romanticism: Gender, History and Transcendence. New York: Routledge, 2004.
9

analyze the Alfoxden Journal as Wordsworth’s way of locating herself in the very landscape she
searches for; her picturesque is found in the intimacy and immediacy of her natural world.
The resulting Alfoxden Journal is a microcosm of the eighteenth-century picturesque
pursuit; an aesthetic energy that for Wordsworth locates itself in a series of successive natural
scenes, which extend toward completion, but remain in a state of emergence. Wordsworth, as
surrogate explorer, puts forth a picturesque model that delivers a useful comparison for how this
aesthetic form shifts in the late-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries when the writer leaves
England’s familiar territories and traverses unknown lands. The later three chapters of this
project turn toward the traditional genre of tour literature. Chapter two examines Wordsworth’s
Recollections of a Tour Made in Scotland, A.D. 1803, where Wordsworth, no longer writing in
the semi-private sphere of her journal, takes on the role of tourist in the Scottish Highlands and,
post-journey, writes a traditional picturesque tour book with the intention of publication. While
this shift in genre and audience amplifies the representational frustrations of the picturesque
paradox, it also opens a space for Wordsworth to encode the landscape through literary as well as
cartographic methods. Analyzed along with its accompanying hand-drawn maps, Recollections, I
propose, shapes a multi-representational topographic literacy that speaks not only to the tradition
of picturesque tour literature, but also encompasses Wordsworth’s affective experience of
mapping place. I first situate Recollections as a text that radically engages with and disengages
from the pastoral, prosaic, and polished vocabulary of the picturesque. Then, I examine how
Wordsworth’s maps both demonstrate a mapping of place that is a literal mapping of the Scottish
Highlands and also a metaphoric mapping of her creative consciousness. When the serpentine
line of the picturesque aesthetic can no longer be represented verbally without triteness,
Wordsworth engages with the visual medium of cartography and produces a series of hand10

drawn maps in order to reimagine the Scottish Highlands as a sparse and abstract landscape. The
resulting aesthetic of this multi-layered text is part picturesque, part cartographic, and part
illustrative.
The third chapter continues this inquiry into the aesthetic formulations in the picturesque
tour with Mary Wollstonecraft’s Letters Written During a Short Residence in Norway, Sweden,
and Denmark (1796) and considers how the theories of popular eighteenth-century geological
science writing of the earth complicate picturesque aesthetic tropes. Wollstonecraft’s picturesque
aesthetic in Scandinavia is most akin to Gilpin’s and Price’s theories. Although she uses Gilpin’s
“rage for the line of beauty” (Wollstonecraft 21) to guide her eye through Scandinavia’s rocky
terrain, Wollstonecraft finds the aesthetic falls short of rendering her encounters with the harmful
effects of human industry on the environment and the aftermath of man-made disasters such as a
city-wide fire. Her aesthetic experiences become less concerned with adhering to picturesque
principles and what natural wonders delight her imagination, and instead, become more about
how to affectively represent the ill effects of human history, including ecological disaster and
cultural catastrophe. Far from appearing as an exemplary beautiful and sublime landscape,
Wollstonecraft’s natural world is one filled with anxiety and ethical concerns over the toxic
byproducts of human existence.
By the mid-nineteenth century, tours of the post-Napoleonic continent were all the rage,
and the popular guidebooks of John Murray had replaced the pictorial aesthetic treaties of Gilpin.
Whereas travelers following in pursuit of Gilpin’s picturesque were encouraged to use the
viewing technology known as the Claude Glass, a hand-held convex, darkly tinted mirror that
tourists often carried as they searched for landscape scenes that look like paintings, tourists
following Murray’s handbooks were no longer concerned with immersing themselves in the
11

landscapes through such visual projections.12 Instead, Murray’s guides offer a distinctive and
formative model for tourist practices: giving factual information about sites and providing a
precise script for tourists to enact on the spot. Targeting the travelling middle classes, the
guidebooks often cited Romantic literature and poetry as commodities in the booming tourist
industry. Late Romantic-era tourists were less concerned with following the guiding principles of
Gilpin and Price, but felt they could still capture the landscape’s sublime experience through
reading the picturesque poetics of Lord Byron, William Wordsworth, and Samuel Taylor
Coleridge vis-à-vis Murray.13 In my fourth and final chapter, I argue that though Mary Shelley’s
Rambles in Germany and Italy (1844) distinguishes itself from the tourist’s formula as set forth
in Murray’s guidebooks, the travelogue still echoes the trope of the picturesque paradox and
frustrations with picturesque principles as voiced by Dorothy Wordsworth and Mary
Wollstonecraft. However, when faced with personal traumatic memories and the violence of
history inscribed in a post-Waterloo landscape, Shelley cannot make sense of her aesthetic
experience. Writing in the wake of catastrophe, Shelley attaches the memory and mood of
trauma to inanimate objects in her close surroundings. Placing Rambles in conversation with
Shelley’s first travelogue, History of a Six Weeks’ Tour (1817), I examine the post-Napoleonic
mood of melancholy in the terms with which Mary Favret describes the mood of wartime culture
in War at a Distance, “an affective experience which resonates beyond the here and now” (11).
Shelley’s encounters with everyday objects disrupt her affective equilibrium, which culminate in
untranslatable moments of trauma, what she terms an “unreal phantasmagoria” (140), at once a
12

See Ron Broglio’s Technologies of the Picturesque (2008), which examines how tools used on
the tour like the Claude Glass work to represent the viewer’s experience as well as objects in the
landscape.
13
For more on how Murray incorporated Romantic poetry into his guidebooks, see Barbara
Schaff, “John Murray’s Handbooks to Italy: Making Tourism Literary,” Literary Tourism and
Nineteenth Century Culture, ed. Nicola J. Watson, London: Palgrave, 2009.
12

reference to the eighteenth-century spectral illusion popular during the French Revolution and
also evocative of the ghosts of her husband and children. Rambles radically illustrates the tour
narrative’s ultimate departure from traditional aesthetics, where a landscape inflamed with
history’s violence and shaken by the belated shock of trauma cannot be measured or controlled
by the picturesque.

13

Chapter 1 – A Prelude
What is “Lost to us” in Dorothy Wordsworth’s Alfoxden Journal
In Dorothy Wordsworth’s Alfoxden Journal (1798) everything is a moving body: she
walks, trees sway, light glimmers, the earth spins, and the moon orbits. This chapter aims to
unravel this dynamic energetic exchange that takes places in the natural world, that is, to unpack
what Wordsworth calls in her journal “perpetual motion,” a ceaseless moving source that passes
through all living and non-living things. Her journal reveals self-nature relations that exist in this
continuous oscillation. The more Wordsworth records these moments of “perpetual motion,” the
more they appear illusory and out of her aesthetic reach.
Wordsworth’s quest to represent nature in all its motion and totality speaks to the
picturesque paradox where the viewer’s eye, adhering to a set of aesthetic principles, searches
the landscape for the quintessential twisted tree or curved footpath, but is only met with her own
artificial representations of these elements. William Gilpin expresses this contradiction in Three
Essays (1803): “If we are unable to embody our ideas even in a humble sketch, yet still a strong
impression of nature will enable us to judge of the works of art. Nature is the archetype. The
stronger therefore the impression, the better the judgment” (emphasis in original, 59). Gilpin uses
the rules of landscape painting to craft his theory, and although he acknowledges that one should
look at nature as though it were a painting, in fact, Gilpin also proposes that one should look at a
painting as though it were nature.14
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John R. Nabholtz’s seminal article in 1964 was one of the first to put Wordsworth in
conversation with picturesque aesthetic categories: “a common picturesque vision was shared by
Dorothy Wordsworth and William Gilpin –a delight in irregularity, intricacy, and variety of
forms and colors…and a desire for an harmonious union of these diverse effects in a single
visual composition” (124).
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A few important consequences of Gilpin’s theory are relevant to Wordsworth’s way of
seeing nature in the Alfoxden Journal. First, Gilpin’s emphasis on a “strong impression of
nature” is the lens through which Wordsworth sees the familiar Lake District countryside. In
fact, Wordsworth’s intimacy with the natural world speaks to how Gilpin reimagines the formal
objectives of landscape painting: a shift away from creating an ideal beauty and a movement
toward illustrating an untamed and “natural” landscape.15 Furthermore, Gilpin’s idea that “nature
is the archetype” suggests that nature must be a precursor to the picturesque, which raises the
crucial question: How does one represent the picturesque if it is not yet represented in nature?
Gilpin offers an answer in “On Picturesque Travel”: “The more refined our taste grows from the
study of nature, the more insipid are the works of art. Few of its efforts please. The idea of the
great original is so strong, that the copy must be pure, if it do not disgust” (57). This theory that
the traveler must present a “pure” model of the original is exactly what Wordsworth attempts to
do in the Alfoxden Journal. Throwing herself into an intimate relationship with her familiar
surroundings, Wordsworth’s self-nature writing attempts to get as close to the natural world as
she can possibly get, which speaks to Ann Bermingham’s interpretation of Gilpin’s picturesque
in Landscape and Ideology: The English Rustic Tradition, 1740-1860, as the “processes of
observing and recording” nature (65). In Gilpin’s theory of the picturesque, there is no clear
distinction between nature and art. Instead, what should be deemed picturesque appears, as John
Whale remarks: “more in the expectation than the attainment” (179). Wordsworth’s journal
exemplifies these moments of possibility: the journal reveals how she traces and tracks the
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My argument builds upon Suzanne Stewart’s work that situates Dorothy Wordsworth’s journal
writing in conversation with John Constable’s sketches in order to illustrate how landscape
representation at the tail-end of the eighteenth-century shows a penchant for “replacing the
classically derived principles of ideal form and compositional order that had influence landscape
art during the eighteenth century” (406).
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natural world’s changes through what she terms “perpetual motion,” the movement that unites all
living and non-living things. For Wordsworth, the representation of nature as told through a
picturesque model and the reality supposedly represented cannot truly be told apart. The
distinctions between nature and cultural production become muddied, where Wordsworth’s
natural world – her nature-as-archetype – is always in a ceaseless state of flux, evolution, and
emergence. Ultimately, the distinction between nature and culture breaks down; the picturesque
representation of nature – the picturesque model – and the reality supposedly represented cannot
be told apart.
This chapter acts as a prelude to later chapters in order to show Wordsworth’s
engagement with Gilpin’s picturesque paradox as a way to isolate one writer’s quest to represent
the “strong impression of nature.” Following this line of reasoning, Wordsworth’s nature writing
reveals how embedded in the very nature of the picturesque, as put forth by Gilpin, is the
unsettled movement between nature and artifice. Wordsworth writes about her world in
Alfoxden and Grasmere, places that are home to her, and therefore, these moments of
picturesque instability occur from within an intimate, personal, and known relationship with the
natural world. In later chapters of this project, I survey more traditional forms of tour literature,
where the writer engages with a nature-scape outside of her familiar territory. It is not surprising
that writers show explicit frustration over the tour genre as they are confronted with the inherent
instability of the picturesque when traversing foreign lands and encountering non-English
landscapes. In these more traditional tour narratives, Romantic writers look for ways to
experiment with landscape representation when the aesthetic experiences and relations they seek
to capture can no longer be described within conventional categories.
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In this chapter, I focus on Wordsworth’s “perpetual motion” and the system of relations
between all living and non-living things. In order to understand these types of relations, I
propose that it is useful to introduce Spinoza’s conception of affect in Ethics, where he presents
the idea of affect – not as an emotion, mood, or feeling located in the mind or body – but as “the
affections of the body by which the body’s power of activity is increased or diminished, assisted
or checked, together with the ideas of these affections” (EIII, Def. 3). In other words, the
composition of affective subjectivity exists in forms of encounters through and beyond subjects.
Taking up Spinoza’s challenge to think about affect beyond corporeal embodiment, I use his
ontology to consider the dynamic of an ever-ceasing and relational system of bodies in
Wordsworth’s journal. Though Spinoza’s system is useful to conceptualize Wordsworth’s selfnature relations, Spinoza is not concerned with poetic tendencies or the self-reflexive
engagement with the process of writing. While this chapter engages with Spinoza’s thoughtsystem in Ethics as it relates to current Romantic criticism and Wordsworth’s self-nature
relations, I also illustrate the ways in which Wordsworth’s aesthetic sensibilities split from his
rationalist system. Ultimately, this chapter offers a way of seeing Wordsworth’s engagement
with picturesque aesthetics, particularly in terms of Gilpin’s “pursuit of his [picturesque] object”
(emphasis in original, 47). Engaging with William Wordsworth’s and Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s
poetry, I look at how these Romantic writers’ engagement with the holistic, ceaseless unity, in
their respective self-nature relationships, speaks to the idea that the picturesque, as the
predominant form of landscape representation in the late-eighteenth century, references a kind of
nature that is to be improved on, to be adapted to the writer’s voice and vision. At the heart of
Wordsworth’s resulting aesthetic is the tension of the picturesque instability where though she
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attempts to represent nature in all its holistic totality, the relationship between what she sees as
Nature and what she knows and represents as her aesthetic, natural world is never settled.

Spinoza, Romanticism, and Dorothy Wordsworth’s Elusive “I”
The influence of Spinoza’s philosophy on British Romantic writers has begun to draw
some renewed attention. Nicholas Halmi’s critical contribution reveals the historicized
connection between Coleridge and Spinoza.16 Coleridge refers to Spinoza’s Theologico-Political
Treatise in Aids to Reflection when he recalls his first encounter with the Dutch philosopher: “I
abide by a maxim, which I learnt at an early period of my theological studies, from Benedict
Spinoza. Where an Alternative lies between the Absurd and the Incomprehensible, no wise man
can be at a loss which of the two to prefer” (338-39). By 1813, Coleridge had read and annotated
the Opera omnia, and until Coleridge’s death in 1834, he remained preoccupied with positing
Spinoza’s Christian identity as Richard Berkeley has observed in his biography of Coleridge (4142).17
Especially noteworthy are Coleridge’s first encounters with Spinoza in the late 1790s,
which give us insight into Dorothy Wordsworth’s work, though, as Halmi states, the evidence for
this time-period is scant and often contradictory. Coleridge writes to Robert Southey in late
September of 1799, and, amidst relaying complaints about tedious household chores and bodily
aches and pains, he remarks: “the house stinks of Sulphurs -- I however, sunk in Spinoza, remain
as undisturbed as a Toad in a Rock / that is to say, when my rheumatic pains are asleep” (CL 1:
534). A few months later, in another letter to Southey on Christmas Eve, Coleridge begins by
16
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Richard Berkeley’s biography, Coleridge and the Crisis of Reason (2007) reveals the context
of Coleridge’s understanding of German thinkers.
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jesting: “My Spinosism (if Spinosism it be and i' faith 'tis very like it) disposed me to consider
this big City as that part of the Supreme One, which the prophet Moses was allowed to see. -- I
should be more disposed to pull off my shoes, beholding him in a Bush, than while I am forcing
my reason to believe that even in Theatres he is, yea, even in the Opera House” (CL 1: 551). The
later comments are perhaps a pun on Spinoza’s Opera. The most pertinent evidence that relates
to my project and Dorothy Wordsworth is Coleridge’s recollection in the Biographia of the now
infamous “Spy Nozy” incident. In July of 1797, Coleridge was at his cottage in Nether Stowey in
Somerset and the Wordsworths rented the Alfoxden House, only four miles down the road
(Woof 33). Coleridge recalls: “a spy was actually sent down from the Government pour
surveillance of myself and friend” and “during all which time seldom were we out of doors but
he contrived to be within hearing”:
He had repeatedly hid himself, he said, for hours together behind a bank at the sea-side
(our favorite resort), and overheard our conversation. At first he fancied that we were
aware of our danger; for he often heard me talk of one Spy Nozy, which he was included
to interpret of himself and of a remarkable feature belonging to him; but he was speedily
convinced that it was the name of a man who had made a book and lived long ago. Our
talk ran most upon books, and we were perpetually desiring each other to look at this, and
listen to that; but he could not catch a word about politics. (BL 1: 194)
Of course, this anecdote must be at least partially hyperbole, but it does suggest the lively
conversations between Coleridge, Dorothy, and William. The summer of 1797 to June 1798 was
unforgettable for all three writers. As Coleridge would remember the long days spent outdoors
“almost daily on the top of Quantock and among its sloping combs. With my pencil and
memorandum book in my hand, I was making studies, as the artists call them, and often
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moulding my thoughts into verse, with the objects and imagery immediately before my senses”
(BL 189–90). And in late January in 1798, Dorothy Wordsworth begins what we now call her
Alfoxden Journal, after we can presume Wordsworth had already been introduced to the belief
systems of Spinoza, no matter how briefly or extensively.
While Halmi, Berkeley and Marjorie Levinson have investigated Spinoza’s influence on
Coleridge’s and William Wordsworth’s works respectively, the seventeenth-century Dutch
philosopher’s system has yet to be viewed in conjunction with Dorothy Wordsworth’s writing.18
I seek to examine Wordsworth’s Alfoxden Journal in terms of the resonance of Spinoza’s
thought in Ethics, that is, his metaphysics of modes where all “individuals”–human, animal,
living, and non-living–persist in a radically relativist and interactive universe. I am specifically
concerned with reading the Alfoxden Journal as a thought experiment where Wordsworth shows
a preoccupation with the concept of “perpetual motion,” which I argue is evocative of Spinoza’s
thought about movement in Ethics.
Published posthumously in 1677, Ethics presents a system of propositions, axioms,
postulates, scholiums, and definitions that are, as its title page states, “demonstrated in
geometrical order,” taken by some to be a “Euclidean form” (Parkinson 10, 15). The text reads
as a series of what Spinoza intends to be bona fide proofs that constitue a view about the nature
of human beings. Spinoza contends that all “individuals”–living and non-living–are
distinguishable from one another based on infinite proportions of motion and rest. We can read
Wordsworth’s “perpetual motion” as evocative of what I call a “deep motion,” a ceaseless
interactive network. This “deep motion” is a particular organization of matter and energy that is
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Romanticism, vol. 46, no. 4, 2007, pp. 367–408.
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inherent and immanent in nature and manifests in vibrations and changes in velocity in all things:
from the small and near to the large and distant; from blades of grass to the diurnal turn of the
earth. For Wordsworth, all is in a state of transitioning from one state of being, and I place
Alfoxden Journal in conversation with the philosophical thought of Spinoza in order to call
attention to Wordsworth’s particular form of subjectivity: thinking and being beyond the subject.
Much of the criticism surrounding Dorothy Wordsworth’s journals demonstrates the
fascination with Wordsworth’s cultivated poetic-prose style as well as her literary collaborations
with William and Coleridge. Lucy Newlyn has written extensively about the Alfoxden Journal’s
“experimental style” that allows “Dorothy to celebrate her bond with nature by catching
moments of vivid perception in words, so that they are permanently remembered in relation to
the objects that provoked them” (328). I hope to qualify what Lucy Newlyn has called Dorothy
Wordsworth’s “experimental style.” Newlyn asserts, “Dorothy finds her stylistic preferences
through the practice of writing–mapping them out, much as she mapped out the terrain she would
soon be leaving behind” (331). The emphasis on the practice of writing not only pertains to her
poetic prose, but the experiment in form that Wordsworth undertakes in regard to the constantly
shifting inter-relations of self-nature. This private journal (originally intended for her and
William’s eyes only) becomes an experiment in formal representation of the self-nature
relationship. In Pamela Woof’s seminal contributions to Dorothy Wordsworth criticism, Woof
conceptualizes the journals as producing “a linguistic intimacy” and as written “for practicing
expression as well as for recording” (“Dorothy Wordsworth, Writer” 3,4). Both Newlyn and
Woof view the journals as a process-oriented and collaborative literary project where
Wordsworth has the freedom to toil and test various modes of language and style. Rachel Mayer
Brownstein’s important work on Wordsworth marvels at the intimacy the journal form produces,
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“unpretentious and dogged, loose but self-limiting, unfinished, with the smell of the private
writing room forever about it,” and suggests that it “is admirably suited to what Dorothy
Wordsworth had to say” (63).
Others have focused on Wordsworth’s subjectivity and her use – or lack thereof – of the
first pronoun “I.” Jill Ehnnen comes to the conclusion that “we should consider Dorothy’s
journals vis-à-vis models of fragmented, embedded subjectivities and non-linear experience” and
perceives this kind of subjectivity to be “gendered” (73). Heather Meek, too, is drawn to the
complicated model of authorship apparent in the Grasmere journal and argues that Wordsworth
reimagines the solitary genius idea of authorship as a more “fluid elaboration of self” and
“communal approach to writing” (2). Sara Crangle elaborates on Wordsworth’s stream-ofconsciousness style of writing, complete with “rendered images, her own consciousness and
subconscious, rapid fluctuations of multiple mental-emotional states, chaotic diversions, and a
veneration of passing time” (167-8). And in her introduction to the modern edition of the journal,
Woof remarks that there is “no action by the writer and no authorial presence” and that “[i]t is
characteristically Dorothy’s in that it moves without hesitation through its separate elements,
from the near and small to the larger perspective” (xx).
Indeed, the first person pronoun “I” is rarely used in the journal and when it does appear,
it is not usually an “I” who surveys the landscape and evaluates it adhering to a specific set of
aesthetic principles, but what I call a “busy I”; an “I” propelled into acts of motion or doing: “I
walked,” “I drank,” “I did not go out.” More often than not, Wordsworth uses the collective
pronouns “we” our “our” to signify a communal unity with either William or Coleridge, or the
threesome, as what Newlyn calls “interdependent creative process” (228). Sarah Weiger
conceptualizes the series of relations in Wordsworth’s journals as her “attention to the natural
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world as a receptivity to invitations from nonhuman others for forms of polite engagement; these
engagements challenge the perceiver to recognize difference as well as similarity” (652).
Weiger’s term “engagements” is helpful to understand Wordsworth’s dynamic self-nature
interactions. She goes on to write:
If Dorothy’s journals do not assert herself strongly, they do nevertheless render a self in
relation to many others. Dorothy’s perspective informs every aspect of the journals
without seeming to be its sole – or even necessarily central – subject. Just as she is able to
survey the landscape and distinguish within it multiple points of interest, multiple centers
for reflection and orientation, she is also able to see herself within a larger human and
nonhuman community whose members are variously engaged with one another.
(emphasis in original, 659-60)
Spinoza reads this kind of subjective multiplicity as a collection of affects that exist in a transindividual social bond. In “On the Origin and Nature of the Emotions,” Spinoza considers the
“human actions and appetites just as if it were an investigation of lines, planes, or bodies” (E3
Preface) as a way to understand affects in a geometric field; a system of relational forces that
shape and nurture them. Wordsworth’s affect is relational, but it is not lacking consciousness.
Wordsworth’s emergent aesthetic, produced by this relationality of affects, suggests a more
complex and nuanced conception of the Romantic self-nature relationship.
We might also read the elusive “I” in the journal as an engagement with Gilpin’s “pursuit
of his object” (emphasis in original, 47). For Gilpin and Wordsworth, whether or not this object
is attained is irrelevant; what does matter is the process that occurs in searching for this aesthetic
experience. For example, Wordsworth notes on February 7: “Turned towards Potsdam, but
finding the way dirty, changed our course. Cottage gardens the object of our walk. Went up the
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smaller Coombe to Woodlands, to the blacksmith’s, the baker’s, and through the village of
Holford. Still misty over the sea. The air very delightful. We saw nothing very new, or
interesting” (145). The rapid succession in the changes of scenery reveals Wordsworth’s search
for a particular, pleasing, and noteworthy aesthetic object that she seems to never find. Though
she gives an indication that “cottage gardens” are the “object” of the day’s jaunt, there is never a
grand finale moment of coming upon this prospect. The scenes on her walk are almost
interchangeable with one another; citing the Woodlands, the blacksmith, the baker, Holford, the
reader is caught up in Wordsworth’s physical momentum and expects the list to continue. The
importance lays not in the places themselves, but in the shifting dynamic between them. Places
and spaces morph into one another. Wordsworth’s final conclusion is that this walk reveals a
series of scenes that lack novelty, speaking to Gilpin’s notion in Three Essays that the
picturesque must unite a variety of parts that are in contrast to one another (20-1). What does
catch her pleasure is the misty sea air, which is ultimately the only un-seeable and elusive
“object” on the walk. Again, the “I” is absent, and in its place, the hurried movement to and from
remains.
The following day’s record of activities appears to come closer to a picturesque
resolution. The entry begins with the usual burst of kinetic energy: “[w]ent up the park, and over
the topics of the hills, till we came to a new and very delicious pathway” (145). Though the party
then stops and pauses on the heath, the energetic movement still continues: “Its [the heath’s]
surface restless and glittering with the motion of the scattered piles of withered grass, and the
waving of the spiders’ threads” (145). The energy from their walking transfers to the swaying
grasses and spindly spiders’ threads, creating a holistic and constant state of flow and flux.
Though Wordsworth and her party’s bodies are static, this scene is not, and the language reveals
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a scene whose aesthetic pleasure lies in its emerging quality. This continuous process of forming
a “complete” picturesque prospect spills into the next moment: “On our return the mist still
hanging over the sea, but the opposite coast clear, and the rocky cliffs distinguishable. In the
deep Coombe, as we stood upon the sunless hill, we saw the hills of grass, light and glittering,
and the insects passing” (145). These images might come closest to a completed quest for the
picturesque. From the shadows of a “sunless hill,” the party looks to the distant, dancing light
and the nearness of whizzing insects. Again, though the viewers are motionless, their gaze is not,
and the harmony of this scene comes from its movement, both on a macro and micro level. And,
even though Wordsworth does not tell us in this entry the object of their pursuit, as readers, we
know the obvious: the ceaseless motion between viewer and all objects is what Wordsworth
chases after. Gilpin describes this pursuit:
the expectation of new scenes continually opening, and airing to his view. We suppose
the country to have been unexplored. Under this circumstance the mind is kept constantly
in an agreeable suspence [sic]. The love of novelty is the foundation of this pleasure.
Every distant horizon promises something new; and with this pleasing expectation we
follow nature through all her walks. We pursue her from hill to dale; and hunt after those
various beauties, with which she every where abounds. (47-8)
As readers of the Alfoxden Journal, we pursue nature through Wordsworth’s encounters, through
her walks. The entries are filled with scenes and objects that are as transient as shadows and the
sea’s mist. For Wordsworth, the pursuit of the picturesque is the anticipation of a fully formed
scene, at which we never arrive. When there are moments of rest, the scene is just as kinetic as
its former pursuit. Wordsworth’s picturesque can be read in similar terms to those of John
Whale’s interpretion of Gilpin’s aesthetic: “a channeling of energy … which makes for an
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interesting instability” (179). This unpredictability becomes further amplified in Wordsworth’s
explicit references to this movement as “perpetual motion.”

The Paradox of “Perpetual Motion”
In a now renowned and definitive description of Wordsworth’s character, Coleridge
offers that Wordsworth captures the “subtlest beauties & most recondite faults” and possesses an
“eye watchful in minutest observation of nature – and her taste a perfect electrometer – it bends
protrudes, and draws in, at subtlest beauties & most recondite faults” (CL I 330-31).
Wordsworth-as-observer is a trope that has been quite popular not only with her contemporaries
by also Romantic scholars such as Susan Levin.19 Yet there is a greater complexity in
Coleridge’s description. His metaphor of her taste as an “electrometer” lends itself to thinking of
Wordsworth as the very altered state that is the compulsory tick of static-electric energy, a kind
of motion that can be experienced, and its effects felt, but perhaps never seen.20
What kind of motion can be experienced, felt, but never fully seen? Wordsworth terms it
“perpetual motion,” a phrase she uses no less than three times in the Alfoxden Journal. We can
begin to examine Wordsworth’s emergent aesthetic in her self-nature relations through her
particular use of this phrase, which Wordsworth makes observable in its felt reverberations in
various cosmic and earthly phenomena. Her first mention of “perpetual motion” occurs on
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January 31st, 1798. The Wordsworths had arrived at Alfoxden the previous July of 1797. That
evening, the Wordsworths were to walk to Nether Stowey, but a tempestuous storm derailed their
journey. The two are forced to take shelter under an awning of hollies:
When we left home the moon immensely large, the sky scattered over with clouds. These
soon closed in, contracting the dimensions of the moon without concealing her. The
sound of the pattering shower, and the gusts of wind, very grand. Left the wood when
nothing remained of the storm but the driving wind, and a few scattering drops of rain.
Presently all clear, Venus first showing herself between the struggling clouds; afterwards
Jupiter appeared. The hawthorn hedges black and pointed, glittering with millions of
diamond drops; the hollies shining with broader patches of light. The road to the village
of Holford glittered like another stream. On our return, the wind high –a violent storm of
hail and rain at the Castle of Comfort. All the heavens seemed in one perpetual motion
when the rain ceased; the moon appearing, now half veiled, and now retired behind heavy
clouds, the stars still moving, the roads very dirty. (143)
If we can meticulously trace the trajectory of the night’s events, we can do so through
Wordsworth’s precise mapping of self-nature relations. Though the passage begins with “we,” all
personal pronouns disappear until the second observational shift of “[o]n our return.” In between,
the pronoun’s presence is felt in the way Wordsworth details her experiential knowledge of the
surrounding world. The result is a series of oscillating scenes. The movement of the clouds
diminishing and revealing the moon’s presence shifts into the noisy rain and gusty wind, then
shifts again into the “driving wind” and spitting rain. The “all clear” issues forth a moment of
rest from an unconscious mind, not an autonomous subject. Even this still moment of rest reveals
“struggling clouds” and Venus’s and Jupiter’s planetary parade. Celestial motions turn to the
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speed of light on the hawthorns “glittering,” and the road even looks like a river of starlight. The
night was that of the 31st of January, two days before a full moon, and this waxing moon’s light
spills onto the wet leaves. What is so significant about this scene is how Wordsworth depicts the
light as constantly moving; the hollies do not shine, but are “shining,” and Wordsworth’s ample
use of these gerunds points toward an aesthetic of not just movement but of repetitive motion, a
coming into being. These nuances of movement, when read in tandem with one another, reveal a
constellation of objects in the state of becoming. In the second movement, there is a sudden
break from the storm’s quick temper and a conclusive “[a]ll the heavens seemed in one perpetual
motion.” The end of the passage mirrors its beginning: the waxing moon, half-visible then
visible, emerging from the clouds. We imagine Wordsworth tilting her head back and marveling
at the stellar transits across the night sky.
The above passage’s ceaseless transferal of motion is much akin to Spinoza’s description
of relations of motion and rest: “A body which is in motion or at rest must have been determined
to motion or rest by another body, which was also determined to motion or rest by another, and
that again, by another, and so on to infinity” (EII A2 L3). Bodies are made up of other bodies,
living, non-living, and celestial. Even when the Wordsworths are briefly sheltered under the
hollies in a place of rest, they are still part of the larger, cosmic “perpetual motion.” The
authorial “I” is absent from the reader’s eyes, though it emerges in the activity of verbs: “Set
forward,” “Left,” and “we left” and “our return,” signaling a collective ushering of bodies and a
multitude of hurried pressures and Wordsworth’s macroscopic awareness of thermodynamics.
Every aspect of nature appears in a transitive state of being. Her body and their bodies are
moving like everything else in this scene including light, wind, water, planets, and trees. In
particular, the final clause “the roads very dirty” solidifies Wordsworth’s presence as night28

traveler who expresses concern for mud, puddles, and the fallen leaves and branches scattered in
the road in the storm’s aftermath. The sublimation of Wordsworth’s subjectivity is paramount to
her experimentation. In the same way that she is acutely aware of the rapid-fire transference of
motion, she is also self-aware of her self’s transit, as astronomical observer to earth-bound
traveler. In Spinoza’s system, “an individual composed in this way will retain its nature whether
it moves or is at rest as a whole, or whether it moves in this or that direction, provided that each
part retains its motion, and communicates it to the others as before” (EII A3 L7). If we use
Spinoza’s notion of motion in a trans-individual state, then we can better understand that
Wordsworth does not lose her identity in her surrounding natural world, but instead, includes
herself among in this totality; in an organic process of being and becoming. In Wordsworth’s
vignette, each moving part communally becomes “the whole of Nature…whose parts—that is, all
bodies –vary in infinite ways without any change of the whole individual” (EII A3 L7
Scholium). On a metaphysical level, Spinoza conceives of motion and rest as an immediate and
infinite eternal mode “moving” through space – the attribute of extension – in the same way one
could conceptualize a thaw “moving” across a countryside, to use Jonathan Bennett’s metaphor
(106). This analogy is useful to understand the nature-saturated language of the Alfoxden
Journal; the “thaw” would be the shifting movement that Wordsworth details as existing in and
through every living and non-living thing. Furthermore, we might consider Spinoza’s definition
offered after Axiom 2 to parse through this fluctuation of being:
When a number of bodies of the same or of different magnitudes are constrained by
others in such a way that they are in reciprocal contact with each other, or if they are
moved with the same or different degrees of speed in such a way that they communicate
their motions to each other in some fixed ratio, we shall say that those bodies are
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reciprocally united to each other. We shall also say that all such bodies simultaneously
compose one body, i.e. an individual, which is distinguished from others by this union of
bodies. (EII AII)
The “fixed ratio” in Spinoza’s system where all bodies produce “one body” leads us to ask, in
Wordsworth’s scene of self-nature relations, where is this holistic oneness located?
Wordsworth uses the phrase “perpetual motion” to metaphorically represent an aesthetic
stability and unity in her journal. Amidst her rendering of the storm at the Castle of Comfort, she
remarks: “All the heavens seemed in one perpetual motion” (143). Furthermore, the following
day on February 1, 1798, she writes: “The sun shone clear, but all at once a heavy blackness
hung over the sea. The trees almost roared, and the ground seemed in motion with the multitudes
of dancing leaves, which made a rustling sound distinct from that of the trees” (emphasis in
original, 143). In the latter passage, multiple time-based distinctions point toward a scene that is
precariously aware of its own temporal motion. Motions of sound waves–the roaring trees, the
rustling leaves–shift the dimensions of the celestial plane, marked by the sun’s sudden
disappearance and the earth’s diurnal turn. A “heavy blackness” appears like an infinite shroud
over the unvaried plane of the sea. What is of utmost importance is that on both days
Wordsworth qualifies that all seemed in one motion. When things seem to be, they are analogous
to something else, but they are not that something else. Wordsworth makes known that her
aesthetic rendering pertains to the after-effects of “perpetual motion,” what can be experienced
through seeing, hearing, and feeling. This resulting aesthetic seeks complete wholeness, but in
fact, shows a lack of a moving one body. All living and non-living things are on the brink of
synchronizing to this oneness, but the observer can never aesthetically report on this holistic
unity. Though Spinoza’s ratio of motion to rest helps to make sense of Wordsworth’s scene’s
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moving parts, herself included, Wordsworth, of course, possesses the sensitivity of a writer and a
poet, quite different from a rationalist like Spinoza. For Spinoza, the holistic oneness is a
metaphysical one that can only be perceived by reason via what he calls the “third kind of
knowledge,” or intuition. This intuition is exactly what Wordsworth denies the writer can access.
As Woof remarks on Wordsworth’s poetic rendering in this above vignette: “There is
movement” and “the active landscape, brilliant with light after the wet dark days, seems to have
power, a force akin to human energy” (“The Alfoxden Journal and Its Mysteries” 128). Yes, all
“seems to have power” and the “perpetual motion” is the writer’s aesthetic representation of that
oneness which will always be out of reach.
Furthermore, one of the most important readings of the above passages questions what
the subject in fact is. Wordsworth, of course, is still present as seer, memory-holder, walker, and
writer. Wordsworth’s textual persona is, too, a figure in the passage. Wordsworth is not quite in
the movements in a state that Spinoza might call freedom, in which there is no free will, no self,
and no center present, and which would require direct access to the substance through intuition.
The answer to how Wordsworth shapes her textual representation of “perpetual motion” can be
found in the next few lines of the same day’s entry:
Still the asses pastured in quietness under the hollies, undisturbed by these forerunners of
the storm. The wind beat furiously against us as we returned. Full moon. She rose in
uncommon majesty over the sea, slowly ascending through the clouds. Sat with the
window open an hour in the moonlight. (143-144)
The “full moon” – like a caesura in the passage – marks a temporal shift in Wordsworth’s
presence as day progresses into night. But we do not see the markers of a solitary observer in
phrases such as “I gazed” or “I watched” or “I sat with the window open.” Woof notices
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Wordsworth’s verbs as “commonplace actions [that] are of little interest to her…It is what she
observed that matters” (“The Alfoxden Journal and Its Mysteries” 128). Furthering Woof’s point
that “the nature she often catches is engaged in its continuous almost imperceptible actions”
(128), I offer that there is an implied presence of Wordsworth’s “I” that is free from stasis and
thereby prompts her thinking beyond her subjective self. She has not disappeared into the tree,
sky, or sea. But, instead, she is in a transient state, existing through and beyond the act of seeing.
Her presence has been interwoven into the very aesthetic she creates, like the moon, like the
planets, like the wind, she too is part of all that is dynamic, shifting, and seeming.
Circling back to the question of Wordsworth’s “seemed,” if the trees did not quite roar
and the ground was not moving in conjunction with the playful leaves, then what actually did
occur? Is the seemingness of “perpetual motion” indicative of Nature’s underlying, busy, and
unfixed properties? I propose, for Wordsworth, “perpetual motion” must be qualified as “almost”
or “seemed” because her aesthetic cannot convey Nature’s exact divine essence, but she can only
aesthetically design its effects. There is a kind of doubleness of being expressed here: at the same
time we are made aware of a holistic power and the gap between our finite human capacities and
that power. This gap provides an opening for the imagination to lodge itself in an aesthetic effort
to make sense, as Wordsworth attempts to do through her carefully crafted world. These attempts
are entirely un-Spinozan, as the imagination plays no constitutive role in his system, where for
Spinoza, reason is granted the kind of power to “close the gap” through intuition.
In Wordsworth’s entry from February 8, 1798, we have another example of this fissure
between Nature and representations of the natural world:
Walked with Coleridge over the hills. The sea at first obscured by vapour; that vapour
afterwards slid in one mighty mass along the sea-shore; the islands and one point of land
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clear beyond it. The distant country (which was purple in the clear dull air), overhung by
straggling clouds that sailed over it, appeared like the darker clouds, which are often seen
at a great distance apparently motionless, while the nearer ones pass quickly over them,
driven by the lower winds. I never saw such a union of earth, sky, and sea. The clouds
beneath our feet spread themselves to the water, and the clouds of the sky almost joined
them. (144)
A moving body in relation to Coleridge’s moving body, Wordsworth crafts a scene of objects
that are so unfixed that they, in some cases, cease to be seen. The overlapping succession of sea,
vapor, air, islands, and clouds points to a knowledge of empirical nature that can only be
experienced in its vacillating proportions of motion and rest. What Wordsworth deems
“apparently motionless” is what she very well knows is part of these ceaseless air vibrations.
Her ultimate conclusion, “I never saw such a union of earth, sky, and sea,” when read literally,
prompts a syntactical negation of the “I” and an erasure of any such vision. The “union,” on this
reading, never did occur. What might be implied in this line is the inexpressible afterthought,
“except that which I see before me now,” but Wordsworth does not and cannot represent that
thought. The form of this expression conveys not a resistance to an underlying wholeness or
oneness, but an acceptance of the inadequacy of any attempt to represent the unrootedness of this
“perpetual motion” other than an aesthetic one.
We are also reminded of William Wordsworth’s ascent of Snowdon in Book XIII of The
Prelude, when he finds himself in “a huge sea of mist” (l.42) and “beyond, / Far, far beyond, the
vapours shot themselves / In headlands, tongues, and promontory shapes, / Into the sea, the real
sea, that seemed / To dwindle and give up its majesty, / Usurped upon as far as sight could
reach” (l.45-9). While being consumed by these all-encompassing and powerful forces of nature,
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Wordsworth sees a holistic oneness between “the sea” and “the real sea, that seemed.” He then
encounters “a blue chasm, a fracture in the vapour, / A deep and gloomy breathing-place,
through which / Mounted the roar of waters, torrents, streams / Innumerable, roaring with one
voice” (l.57-60). Wordsworth says that this chasm is where we can find the “imagination of the
whole” (l.66). The similarities between Dorothy Wordsworth’s aesthetic rendering of a holistic
unity and William Wordsworth’s are striking: whereas Dorothy Wordsworth denies experiencing
the union of earth, sea, and sky, William neither denies nor affirms seeing it, but rather puts
emphasis on the doubling of what is actual and what is imagined. Both place significance on the
gap between what can be a cosmic motion and that which is imagined, what is authentically part
of the natural world and what is representation.
Coleridge, as Wordsworth noted, accompanied her on February 8, and her entry evokes
his verse from “This Lime Tree Bower My Prison” when, stuck in the garden of his cottage due
to an injured foot, Coleridge recalls and re-imagines his walks with friends as they themselves
experience the excursion:
So my friend
Struck with deep joy may stand, as I have stood,
Silent with swimming sense; yea, gazing round
On the wide landscape, gaze till all doth seem
Less gross than bodily; and of such hues
As veil the Almighty Spirit, when yet he makes
Spirits perceive his presence. (l.37-44)
Here the observer’s circular perception blurs the distinctness of the prospect until the colors,
sights, and sounds become Coleridge’s “perpetual motion,” which is the One Life, the
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omnipresent essence of all that is sacred and holy. For Coleridge, the ceaseless gazing “doth
seem / Less gross than bodily,” suggesting that this “deep joy” becomes a catalyst for an
embodied transformation. I would argue that for Dorothy Wordsworth, the “deep joy,” the union
between earth, sea, and sky, is never an embodied one, but is an trans-individual bond amongst
bodies. “The clouds beneath our feet spread themselves to the water, and the clouds of the sky
almost joined them,” she writes, suggesting that what might perceptively look like one thick
white blanket of mist descending from the heavens, never quite can be perceived as such.
Dorothy Wordsworth’s, William Wordsworth’s, and Coleridge’s engagement with the
holistic, ceaseless unity, in their respective self-nature relationships, speaks to the idea that the
picturesque, as the predominant form of landscape representation in the late-eighteenth century,
references a kind of nature that is to be improved on, to be adapted to the writer’s voice and
vision. These articulations, particularly in the journals of Dorothy Wordsworth, present the
picturesque as an underlying and controlling aesthetic phenomenon. Though she is a traveler in
her own backyard, so to speak, Wordsworth still plays the picturesque tourist in the sense that
she is engaged in a controlled aesthetic response to an array of visual experiences. And because
these experiences in the natural world are familiar territory, the picturesque’s controlling
mechanism is even more heightened than when we see it used by travelers abroad. This elusive
“perpetual motion” is the ultimate expression of the untamed landscape that the aesthete seeks to
represent. William Marshall offers, in his 1795 history of landscape painting, that the picturesque
is analogous to hunting,21 and Gilpin, too, in Three Essays, uses the notion of “we pursue her
from hill to dale” as a way to represent the aesthete’s quest for representation (49). What is so
striking about Wordsworth’s picturesque pursuit is that she attempts to locate herself in the very
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See William Marshall, A Review of the Landscape. London: G. Nicol, 1795, p. 255.
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landscape she searches for by creating a series of self-nature relations that move beyond her
subjective self. Her picturesque is located in intimacy and immediacy of the natural world and
her representation of it, an undulation between nature and art.
Wordsworth’s other uses of “perpetual motion” in the Alfoxden Journal lack the use of
“almost,” “apparent,” or “seeming” qualifiers. These instances detail Wordsworth’s attention to
the smaller bodies in motion. On February 10: “Walked to Woodlands, and to the waterfall. The
adders-tongue and the ferns green in the low damp dell. These plants now in perpetual motion
from the current of the air; in summer only moved by the drippings of the rocks. A cloudy day”
(145). One cannot read this entry without being reminded of Coleridge’s lines from “LimeTree”: “and wind-down, perchance / To that still roaring dell, of which I told; / The roaring dell,
o’erwooded, narrow, deep” (l.8-10). For Wordsworth, this time, the ferns are in “perpetual
motion” but with the caveat that they move only because of the wind. Coleridge also shows a
preoccupation with the ceaseless motion of this same dell, but for him the dell embodies the
paradox of this “perpetual motion”: it is ceaselessly still, as in unmoving, and also still exists
there, as he makes clear that his friends will be able to find this spot on their walk. Wordsworth,
a few days later on February 14, also plays with this pun on “still”: “[t]he near trees still, even to
their topmost boughs, but a perpetual motion in those that skirt the wood. The breeze rose gently;
its path distinctly marked till it came to the very spot where we were” (146). Walking with
Coleridge, Wordsworth makes visible the doubling of perceiving and imagining this motion’s
effects.
Indeed, what we see in this “perpetual motion” is a kind of Spinozistic motion where, as
Warren Montag puts it, “the body, [and] every body is necessarily composite, [is] composed of
smaller bodies, themselves composed of other bodies ad infinitum. Far from exhibiting a stability
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of boundaries, bodies are subject to a constant recomposition…the body needs a great many
other bodies, human and non-human, to survive” (Montag xxi). The matrix-like relationality
among plants, tree branches, air currents, and “the very spot”–yet another kind of Spinozistic
body–depicts the “constant recomposition” that perpetuates Wordsworth’s moving scene.
What’s at stake with this interconnected cosmos and its aesthetic representations can be
examined when we consider David Hume’s view in Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion
(1779) and An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding.22 With the rise of empiricism in the
eighteenth century, aesthetics moves to the forefront in ways it did not for rationalist
seventeenth-century thinkers like Spinoza. In a passage from Dialogues, Hume positions organic
order as possible when each organism is an end in and of itself:
But wherever matter is so poised, arranged, and adjusted as to continue in perpetual
motion, and yet preserve a constancy in the forms, its situation must, of necessity, have
all the same appearance of art and contrivance which we observe at present. All the parts
of each form must have a relation to each other, and to the whole: And the whole itself
must have a relation to the other parts of the universe; to the element, in which the form
subsists; to the materials, with which it repairs its waste and decay; and to every other
form, which is hostile or friendly. (183)
For Hume, a steadiness is perceived as “form,” which remains and gives recognizable shape
while everything else constantly changes. Hume’s final emphasis is placed on the aesthetic
quality of everything observed. For Hume, such “perpetual motion” will always be unknown to
us: “Sight or feelings conveys and idea of the actual motion of bodies; but as to that wonderful
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Hume was clearly influenced by Spinoza and his Treatise of Human Nature, with its effort to
explain both epistemological matters and human emotions, is a kind of empiricist’s rewriting of
the geometrical method used in Ethics.
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force or power, which would carry on a moving body for ever in a continued change of place,
and which bodies never lose but by communicating it to others; of this we cannot form the most
distant conception” (Enquiry 23). What Spinoza would call conatus, Hume calls power, and for
Hume, as for Wordsworth, “perpetual motion” is not observable. We have no empirical proof of
it and can only surmise that motion through inference.
In Book V of Ethics, Spinoza makes known that the feeling of joy is proof that our power
of acting is increased, as we shift from stagnancy to motion. Does Wordsworth link feelings of
joy to her depictions of “perpetual motion”? For some, like Sarah Weiger, Wordsworth’s joy is
akin to love “defined simply by its capaciousness, its willingness to admire and to let the other
inside, to engage it, and to live through that entangled intra-relation” (665). There are quiet
moments of closeness and intimacy, and I propose that though the Alfoxden Journal is about the
small and the near, it is also about the all-encompassing totality of every vibrating body, from
cyclical planetary rhythms to gentle breezes, and in essence, a quest to represent Gilpin’s notion
of “nature as archetype.” There are moments that point toward representing universal harmony
where Wordsworth does imagine that her body, and all other bodies, could ideally be represented
in this picturesque aesthetic union, a motion in synchronicity with the heartbeat of the cosmos.
But moreover, there are moments where the unity is just out of reach. She writes: “Coleridge
returned with me, as far as the wood. A very bright moonlight night. Venus almost like another
moon. Lost to us at Alfoxden long before she goes down the large white sea” (148). The poetic
assonance of the repeated short “o” vowels demands that this painted prospect be fully formed
aesthetically; thereby rendering it an image of picturesque completion. But the observer’s
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shifting perspective, like the impossibility of a two-moon sky, can never be completely
realized.23
Though Spinoza’s world depends on a metaphysical claim for reason’s ability to intuit
the essence of things, Wordsworth’s vibrant, energetic, and buzzing world can never reach that
place; the chase for an aesthetic representation of the natural world will always be “lost” to her
and to us. The resulting world in the Alfoxden Journal is a microcosm of the eighteenth-century
picturesque pursuit; an aesthetic energy that for Wordsworth locates itself in a series of
successive natural scenes which extend toward completion, but remain in a state of emergence.
Wordsworth – as surrogate explorer – suggests a picturesque model that delivers a useful
comparison for how this aesthetic form shifts in the late-eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries
when the writer leaves England’s familiar territories and traverses unknown lands. No longer
writing in the semi-private sphere of her journal, Wordsworth steps into the role of tourist on her
Scottish excursion, and while this shift in genre and audience amplifies the representational
frustrations of the picturesque paradox, it also opens up space for a new visual language of
seeing nature.
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Though for Wordsworth, the authenticity of nature’s holistic, moving, totality, will always be
elusive to her aesthetic and artificial rendering, what is at stake is the fact that Spinoza writes the
Ethics from a position that requires knowledge of the substance, something that finite modes like
human beings technically cannot have according to the epistemology of the Ethics. For that
reason, Spinoza needs to introduce the third kind of knowledge, an additional capacity for
reason, which allows for the kind of knowledge necessary to write the Ethics. Critics like Beth
Lord read the Ethics as a system made possible by an act of imaginative fiction, which is the way
the early German Romantics also viewed it. In positioning Spinoza as a “precursor to the
Romantics,” Lord offers: “The representation of Spinoza’s philosophy as a system requires the
inclusion of the anti-systematic, the non-rational, the non-philosophical; it can be represented as
a whole only when completed by something that will never be whole or complete itself” (44-5)
in “Between Imagination and Reason: Kant and Spinoza on Fictions.” Inventions of the
Imagination: Romanticism and Beyond. Edited by Richard T. Gray, et al. University of
Washington Press, 2011, pp. 36-53.
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Chapter 2
Maps, Lochs, and Streams: Visual Culture in
Dorothy Wordsworth’s Recollections of a Tour Made in Scotland, A.D. 1803
As John Stoddart frankly admits in Remarks on Local Scenery and Manners of Scotland
(1801): “Tours are the mushroom produce of every summer, and Scotland has had her share”
(emphasis in original viii). Indeed, by the turn of the eighteenth-century, tours of Scotland were
rampant. Thomas Garnett prefaces his Scottish tour, Observations on a tour through the
Highlands and part of the Western Isles of Scotland (1800), with an obligatory qualification: “It
will perhaps appear highly presuming in me, to intrude on the world another Tour through the
Highlands, after the number that have already been published” (v), and John Lettice in his
Letters on a tour through various parts of Scotland, in the year 1782 (1794) makes a literal
apology: “As, within these last five and twenty years, several descriptions of tours, journeys, &c.
performed in Scotland, have made their appearance, an apology may seem necessary for adding
another to their number” (iii). Even in Robert Jameson’s Mineralogy of the Scottish Isles (1800),
a Scottish tour with the purpose of geological excavations, he comments on the aesthetic
categories of the illustrations that typically accompany these kinds of travel narratives: “These
engravings are not to be judged of as picturesque representations – they were not intended as
ornaments, nor were they reflected as being most beautiful: the design being to mark the
characteristic features of the scene, not as a landscape, but as a mineralogical delineation” (ix).
Picturesque representations – both in text and image – were not only customary but were
expected in the popular genre of tour literature.
On August 15, 1803, Dorothy Wordsworth began her tour of Scotland, traveling with her
brother William and Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Six-weeks later, Wordsworth returned home to
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Dove Cottage at Grasmere, and on “May 31st 1805 in the Moss Hut at the top of the orchard”
(qtd. Walker 19), completed Recollections of a Tour Made in Scotland, A.D. 1803. The account
includes not only passages detailing Scottish inhabitants, landscape, and culture, but also
contains early drafts of William’s poems, a sonnet by Dorothy, and six of Dorothy Wordsworth’s
hand-drawn maps. In 1874 Principal Shairp first published Recollections, but even though it has
undergone subsequent editions since then, Wordsworth’s maps have only been published in
Carol Kyros Walker’s most recent, 1997, edition of the text.
Considering the significance of Wordsworth’s maps, it is puzzling that in previous
editions of Recollections the maps are “not even mentioned by Shairp, Knight, or de Selincourt,
though they occupy a single page each and are bound with her manuscript and placed near
relevant text” (Walker 26). The inclusion of Wordsworth’s maps changes the text’s presupposed
narrative framework. When analyzed with its accompanying maps, Recollections shapes a multirepresentational topography that is inclusive of both verbal and non-verbal modes of
communication. Wordsworth encodes the landscape through literary as well as cartographic
methods, and the resulting dialogue between maps and prose speaks not only to the tradition of
tour literature, but also encompasses her affective experience of mapping place. I argue that it is
compulsory that Wordsworth’s Scottish tour is read in tandem with these maps. Not only was
this inclusion her authorial intention; the maps’ function is central to understanding Dorothy
Wordsworth’s aesthetic process.
While Recollections responds to the picturesque tour tradition, much of Wordsworth’s
prose portrays frustrations and anxieties concerning the boundaries of the tour’s prescribed
aesthetic vocabulary. Feeling frustrated with the linguistic categories of the tour tradition,
Wordsworth turns to visual methods of representing landscape to express her affective
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experience, and, instead of sketching maps that are packed with extravagant design and detail,
the resulting images are sparse and minimalistic. In fact, they lack most defining characteristics
of maps and would do the fellow tourist little good in navigating unknown terrain. Rather, these
sketches act like “open source” materials, where their emptiness calls for the landscape to be
written on. Though the maps acknowledge the fact that place exists prior to the act of mapping,
they stand as a geovisualization of not only Wordsworth’s creative process and her engagement
with picturesque aesthetics, as William Gilpin outlines in his Essay on Prints, but also make
space for future readings of place. In this chapter, I first situate Recollections as a text that both
radically engages with and disengages from the pastoral, prosaic, and polished vocabulary of the
picturesque. Then, I organize my analysis of the maps in two sections. The first centers on how
Wordsworth’s first four maps demonstrate a mapping of place that is both a literal mapping of
the Scottish Highlands and also a metaphoric mapping of her creative consciousness.
Wordsworth engages with the visual medium of cartography in order to reimagine the Scottish
Highlands as a scattered and elusive landscape of irregularly shaped islands and dangling
tributaries, where shorelines swerve off the page and displaced lochs float in unspecified
territories. I argue that Wordsworth’s visual mapping of place can be read as what Franco
Moretti terms a “literary map” where “the reality of the text undergoes a process of deliberate
reduction and abstraction” (1). The resulting aesthetic of this multi-layered text is part
picturesque, part cartographic, and part illustrative. The second part of my analysis focuses on
Wordsworth’s final map of the River Tummel. This map stands-out from the others as it
epitomizes the aesthetic form of the unresolved and the abstracted. I situate the River Tummel
map as simultaneously engaging and disengaging from Gilpin’s picturesque principles and
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exemplifying what Roland Barthes calls the movement in gesture, a transformational aspect of
the creative process.

The Limitations of the Picturesque
Dorothy Wordsworth’s frustrations with the limitations of the picturesque tour are highly
prevalent in Recollections, and Wordsworth performs a self-conscious preoccupation with the
limitations of these aesthetic categories. The dialogue between the written and pictorial texts can
be viewed as a result of what Malcolm Andrews calls a “straining at the Picturesque leash”
(239). Mapping place using Gilpin’s aesthetics proves problematic due to its presence as a
“controlling principle in the natural descriptions found in [Wordsworth’s] letters and journals”
(Nabholtz 119). On Saturday, August 27th, at the end of the second week of traveling through
Scotland, Wordsworth and her brother William toured Loch Ketterine accompanied by a local
ferryman who acted as their guide. Coleridge, who had been suffering all tour with gout and
withdrawal symptoms from opium addiction, was afraid the boat would be too cold and instead
viewed the loch by foot. Describing William and herself as “willing gazers” (Recollections 102),
Wordsworth assumes the eye of the picturesque tourist. After writing a flowing stream-ofconsciousness description about narrow chasms, darkening lakes, and rocky stones, she pauses,
as though catching her breath:
Here I ought to rest, as we rested, and attempt to give utterance to our pleasure: but
indeed I can impart but little of what we felt. We were still on the same side of the water,
and, being immediately under the hill, within a considerable bending of the shore, we
were enclosed by hills all round, as if we had been upon a smaller lake of which the
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whole was visible. It was an entire solitude; and all that we beheld was the perfection of
loveliness and beauty. (102)
Wordsworth struggles with overcoming the distance between her and her brother’s affective
experiences and the process of writing about it through recollection. She first fully acknowledges
that it would be an impossibility to attempt to capture any kind of affective response she or her
brother felt at the prospect. Then, she outlines the picturesque aesthetic categories, meticulously
describing the water, hill, bending shore, and enclosure, as though all of these were distinctive
elements of one painting or separate entities that upon their whole, make a pleasing sight. The
English landscape architect and successor of Capability Brown, Humphry Repton, qualifies
picturesque landscape as “a view capable of being represented in painting. It consists of two,
three, or more, well marked distances, each separated from the other by an unseen space, which
the imagination delights to fill up with fancied beauties, that may not perhaps exist in reality”
(97). Indeed, Wordsworth even includes the imaginative element “as if we had been upon a
smaller lake” to finish the scene. Here, Wordsworth’s practice of these picturesque aesthetic
categories is unique because she uses them as a way to bypass or circumnavigate her affective
experience. Wordsworth’s self-consciously-taken caesura in the text appears as a gaping hole
between textual representations of that affective experience and the “unseen space” of the
imagination.
Self-consciously aware of the categorical modes of the picturesque, Wordsworth
continues to gingerly navigate her role as tourist. Concluding her narrative of Loch Ketterine, she
remarks: “But if I were to go on describing for evermore, I should give but a faint, and very often
a false, idea of the different objects and the various combinations of them in this intricate and
delicious place; besides, I tired myself out with describing Loch Lomond, so I will hasten to the
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end of the tale” (104). The missing resolution of the above passage marks a shift away from the
overload of descriptive signifiers. By declaring her written text “faint” and “false” she suggests
that her linguistic descriptions just barely scratch the surface of recapturing her affectively felt
and lived experience of the loch. She grapples with the fact that there can never be an authentic
representation of landscape in her prose-narrative.
Wordsworth was not the first traveler to Scotland to be confronted with the scope of the
picturesque tour tradition. Mary Anne Hanway, an English novelist, toured Scotland in 1775,
following closely in the footsteps of Samuel Johnson’s Journey to the Western Islands of
Scotland (1775). Hanway’s resulting A Journey to the Highlands of Scotland. With Occasional
Remarks on Dr. Johnson’s tour: by a lady was published anonymously in 1777 and selfconsciously engages with the tour writer’s conundrum of representation. Addressing her chapters
to her sister, she calls her writing “the following sketches” (114) and describes a house with
“nothing worthy [to] remark but its…enchanting” location near a “beautiful little river over a
pebbly bed” (115). She goes on:
I call it little at this time, but they tell me, in the winter, after great rains, it becomes a
flood. I am not willing to believe that an object at present so inoffensive, can ever
become one of terror and affright. Appearances, however, are not to be trusted; since it is
but too usual to see the most amiable-looking objects, turn upon a nearer view, to the
most alarming and dangerous. (115)
Hanway’s engagement with aesthetic qualifications are significant because they show how she
unwaveringly inhabits the rigidity of the subject’s viewpoint. She goes on to quote from Pope
and presents her text as participating within the unyielding framework of the picturesque tour
tradition: “when I am become bankrupt, and have exhausted my little stock of sentiment, remark
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or description, I draw upon the poets, for fresh, and indeed, a far richer supply…Remember, my
dear sister, my province is to make remarks not conquests” (120). Hanway’s solution to
picturesque fatigue is to turn to the verses of canonical literary giants, from the Roman Augustan
poets to Alexander Pope.
William Wordsworth also feels hampered in his travels by the picturesque tour’s
aesthetics. In Descriptive Sketches. In Verse. Taken during a pedestrian tour in the Italian,
Grison, Swiss, and Savoyard Alps (1793), he records his impression of the Alps in a footnote:
I had once given to these sketches the title of Picturesque; but the Alps are insulted by
applying to them that term. Whoever, in attempting to describe their sublime features,
should confine himself to the cold rules of painting would give his reader but a very
imperfect idea of those emotions which they have the irresistible power of
communicating to the most impassive imaginations. The fact is, that controuling
influence, which distinguishes the Alps from all other scenery, is derived from images
which distain the pencil. Had I wished to make a picture of this sense I had thrown much
less light into it. But I consulted nature and my feelings. The ideas excited by the stormy
sunset I am here describing owed their sublimity to that deluge of light, or rather of fire,
in which nature had wrapped the immense forms around me; any intrusion of shade, by
destroying the unity of the impression, had necessarily diminished it’s grandeur. (26)
Wordsworth denounces the unemotional distance imposed by the landscape painting tradition
and instead finds the wild infinitesimal of the sublime more suitable to his visionary needs.
Dorothy Wordsworth, too, shares this frustration when attempting to capture her heightened
emotions in linguistic form.
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In fact, the overuse of the picturesque becomes a kind of inside joke between Dorothy
Wordsworth, William, and Coleridge. During the second week of their tour on an unusually hot
day, Wordsworth recounts how the threesome sat upon a bench, where her brother and Coleridge
were now in “wiser humor” (63) – to take in the view of a ruin, Wallace’s Tower,24 a waterfall,
and the expansive countryside:
A lady and gentleman, more expeditious tourists than ourselves, came to the spot; they
left us at the seat, and we found them again at another station above the Falls. Coleridge,
who is always good-natured enough to enter into conversation with anybody whom he
meets in his way, began to talk with the gentleman, who observed that it was a majestic
waterfall. Coleridge was delighted with the accuracy of the epithet, particularly as he had
been settling in his own mind the precise meaning of the words grand, majestic, sublime,
etc., and had discussed the subject with William at some length the day before. ‘Yes, sir,’
says Coleridge ‘it is a majestic waterfall.’ ‘Sublime and beautiful,’ replied his friend.
Poor Coleridge could make no answer, and, not very desirous to continue the
conversation, came to us and related the story, laughing heartily. (63-4)
Coleridge would recount this anecdote years later in “Essays on the Principles of Genial
Criticism.” In his version of the story, the lady responds by saying: “Yes! and it is not only
sublime, but beautiful and absolutely pretty” (367). Even in the beginning of their Scottish tour,
using picturesque vocabulary seemed ridiculous and commonplace. Not only does Dorothy
Wordsworth take issue with the constraints of writing within the tradition, she also finds that
other tours are tedious and repetitive. In a letter to her friend Mrs. Clarkson, Dorothy writes, “I
think journals of Tours except as far as one is interested in the travelers are very uninteresting
24

William Wordsworth wrote “Composed at Cora Linn” upon this view, which has the subtitle,
“In Sight of Wallace’s Tower.”
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things. Wretched, wretched writing! I can hardly read it myself!” (qtd. Walker 19-20).
Interestingly, Wordsworth stresses her distaste of the language of the tour narrative. I argue that
Wordsworth’s exhaustion with the conventional and formulaic methods of the tour prompts her
to seek alternative modes of representing landscape. Accessing cartography as a viable option,
Wordsworth’s maps counter the trite and prosaic narratives of the picturesque tour by providing
fragmented and unresolved representations of landscape that leave room for not only
Wordsworth’s affective response but also invite the reader’s affective experience of place.

Experiments in Map-making
Dahlia Porter makes the argument that the turn of the eighteenth century “marks a
specific historical moment in the development of topography as a subfield of the modern
disciplines of physical and cultural geography” (163). According to Julia Carlson, Romantic-era
tour narratives spurred “new ways of experiencing…landscape – touring on foot as well as by
boat and carriage – were supported by new forms of engraving and publication, including largescale mapping and mixed-media guidebooks, that trained attention to landmarks” (81). As
opposed to picturesque landscape painting which, “must foster this capacity by pursuing ideal
objects, which address the intellect and cannot be possessed, rather than actual, material objects
in the world” (Bohls 75), cartography capitalizes on the materiality and topographical
configurations of landscape. The emergent methods of map-making offer “visual clarity” and
“more accessible terrain” (Carlson 83, 74). It was in vogue for mapmakers and authors of tour
literature to have “published reconfigurations of landscape on large-scale topographical maps, in
guidebooks which increasingly featured charts, diagrams, tables, and pictures, and in essays on
cartographic methods” (Carlson 9, Romantic Marks). Carlson, in Romantic Marks and Measures,
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argues that William Wordsworth was saturated in the early mapping and cultural tourism
projects of the Lake District, which “prompted a form of cartographic literary that affected the
writing and reading of poetry” (38). And as picturesque tourism progressed in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, “it became more portable, more accurate, and more detailed; it also became
a component of landscape experience and apprehension for travelers, who could scan a region of
the earth as if from above, perusing indicated features” (39). Steeped in the literary and visual
literature of these tours’ maps, it seems significant that Dorothy Wordsworth’s cartographic
sketches do not follow the above trend. Her resulting maps in Recollections are varied in
composition; at times sparse and empty and at other times crammed with information.
Wordsworth aims to subvert the visual clarity in map-making in the same way that she
challenges the neatness of the verbal picturesque aesthetics. Not only do these visual renderings
signal a hybridity of cultural production, but they also point toward a particular kind of aesthetic
that speaks to the theoretical concerns of more recent critical cartographers.
Historians of cartography assume that “maps constitute a specialized graphic language,
an instrument of communication that has influenced behavioral characteristics and the social life
of humanity” (Harley 1). By emphasizing the role of maps in human experience, such historians
have examined the form of maps as central to the understanding of non-traditional and nonwestern mapping traditions. In the seventeenth century, maps showed a profusion of
topographical views and details, looking more like elaborate pictures than surveys, and by the
eighteenth century, there was a much greater standardization and systematic detail (Alpers 60).
Recent theory surrounding critical cartography and geography has introduced the idea that maps
“make reality as much as they represent it” (Crampton 15). John Pickles makes the argument that
“mapping and the cartographic gaze have coded subjects and produced identities” (12). Pickles
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imagines maps as living archives that actively construct knowledge, exercise power, and promote
social change. Theoretical critiques of cartography open a space for alternative methods of
conceptualizing space, including experimentations in map-making by artist communities. The
avant-garde artistic movement known as the Situationist International (SI) propagated the idea of
“subversive cartographies” and coined the term “psychogeography,” defined as: the “study of
specific effects of the geographical environment, consciously organised or not, on the emotions
and behaviour of individuals” (Anon., 1958). The aims of these psychogeographers is akin to
Wordsworth’s mapping project. Her sketches, with their wide, open spaces, bids the viewer to
partake in an affective response. In relation to picturesque aesthetics, Peter de Bolla calls this the
“regime of the eye” (21), where in the middle of the eighteenth century the landscape appears
through a sentimental and affective lens. Indeed, John Shebbeare in his Letters on the English
Nation writes, “the true taste in gardens is formed on what we feel in ourselves, at the sight of
different scenes in nature” (270). Wordsworth’s inclusion of maps in her tour literature speaks to
how she represents these expansive Scottish lochs based on Shebbeare’s collective “feel[ing] in
ourselves,” engaging with the idea that a map can promote the reader’s affective response as
well.
All of Wordsworth’s maps are drawn from an aerial perspective and capture the contours
of landmasses and lakes. The map entitled “The Foot of Loch Ketterine” (Figure 1) illustrates the
shoreline with one, swooping solitary line. The written word in Wordsworth’s maps has a precise
and almost empirical purpose. The words “road” and “huts” work as a navigational guide for her
readers to orient themselves in her prose, which refers to the “huts…at a small distance from
each other” and the “road, which has a very wild appearance,” and “has been cut through the
rock” (103). The swerving ins-and-outs of bays and promontories lack the “feeling of excessive
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Figure 1. Wordsworth, Dorothy. “The Foot of Loch Ketterine.” Recollections of a tour made in
Scotland. 1803. Wordsworth Trust. Grasmere, MS A of “Recollections of a Tour in Scotland.”
Images taken by author, July 2013, courtesy of The Wordsworth Trust.

beautifulness” (103) as Wordsworth describes them, and instead, seem illustrative of a landscape
free from rules or constraints. Unlike the picturesque “coldness” that William Wordsworth
criticizes, Dorothy Wordsworth’s map displays an unpolished playfulness that is unconcerned
with aesthetics of beauty, sublimity, or the ideal.
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In a much-cited article about Dorothy Wordsworth’s Recollections, John Nabholtz
suggests:
[the] common picturesque vision was shared by Dorothy Wordsworth and William Gilpin
–a delight in irregularity, intricacy, and variety of forms and colors, all that was
suggested by the aesthetic term ‘picturesque’; and a desire for an harmonious union of
these diverse effects in a single visual composition. (124)
When one compares Gilpin’s maps included in his Observations, relative chiefly to picturesque
beauty, made in the year 1776, on several parts of Great Britain; particularly the High-lands of
Scotland (1792) to Wordsworth’s, the differences in aesthetic approach become obvious. While
both mapmakers are primarily concerned with displaying the contours of Scottish lochs, Gilpin’s
maps show a polished union of form and function. His maps of Loch Fyne and Loch-Tay are
professionally composed in watercolor and convey a sense of authority in their precision and
purposefulness. Gilpin’s maps celebrate the lochs’ diversity of forms while embedding it within
a highly crafted framework of navigational function. The maps delineate accuracy, accessibility,
and aesthetic harmony through their visually static compositions.
In contrast, Wordsworth’s map entitled “Loch Etive and Loch Awe” (Figure 2) is busy
with text, defining lochs, rivers, islands, mountains, villages, roads, a ferry house, a ferry route,
and a castle. The written text prompts a dialogue with the potential tourist, ideally promoting an
accessibility of terrain. Yet the map’s shaky lines and disproportionately shaped lochs
underscore its handmade and playful characteristics. Inscribed on the surface of Loch Awe are
the words, “main body of the Lake, 20 miles, I believe, to the foot” (Figure 2). Wordsworth’s
inclusion in her navigational key of “I believe” stresses not only the doubtful accuracy of the
lake’s length, but reveals a chattiness and conversational attitude. Messy and unresolved, the
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map does not perform an overall harmonious order, but, instead, leaves the viewer with an
incomplete sense of how to navigate the landscape properly. Indeed, Mark Denil in his
meditation on the aesthetics of mapping offers the idea that it is not necessarily true that a map’s
clarity is ultimately achieved through abstraction (77). Instead, he posits, cartography is “a body
of conventions to which communities of humans subscribe, and the map is an artifact that meets
the criteria set forth in that body of conventions” (79). In this scenario, the “conventions” would
be those of the picturesque tour, and Dorothy Wordsworth’s radical engagement and disengagement with this tour’s aesthetic modes is brought to light through her inconsistency in
creating a coherent and readily available place.
For example, in an untitled map illustrating a cluster of lochs (Figure 3), the shorelines
swerve dangerously off the page, and the text appears scattered and inconsistent. While
geographically encompassing more territory, the map does not impose a distance upon its reader,
and instead, invites a scrutinizing attention to detail. There is little concern for sketching a
unified place, and the map’s navigational function gets lost in its busy details of irregularly
shaped islands and dangling tributaries. Written place names verging upon the illegible are
crammed onto natural objects. Without a border to unify the untamed chaos, the map floats
precariously upon the page, appearing dislocated from any specificity of place. The lack of
correctness and professionalism produces a terrain that is infused with signs that signal
Wordsworth’s creative process rather than concern for a finished and polished product. Each line
is self-reflexively sketched, revealing a mapping of place that exists thoroughly within the
imagination.
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Figure 2. Wordsworth, Dorothy. “Loch Etive and Loch Awe.” Recollections of a tour made in
Scotland. 1803. Wordsworth Trust. Grasmere, MS A of “Recollections of a Tour in Scotland.”
Images taken by author, July 2013, courtesy of The Wordsworth Trust.
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Figure 3. Wordsworth, Dorothy. “Untitled.” Recollections of a tour made in Scotland. 1803.
Wordsworth Trust. Grasmere, MS A of “Recollections of a Tour in Scotland.” Images taken by
author, July 2013, courtesy of The Wordsworth Trust.
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Gilles Deleuze writes that a map is “an abstract machine. It is a machine that is almost
blind and mute, even though it makes others see and speak” (34). Thinking of the map as
actively abstracting reality and offering a field of potential space for viewers to engage is helpful
when thinking of Wordsworth’s hydrographic sketches. The sparseness of these maps not only
encourages others to “see and speak” but also to feel because the lack of detail acts as an
invitation to construct one’s own imagined territory. The invitation for a reader-response to her
maps fundamentally challenges received notions of space, knowledge, and power. The invitation
to the viewer to make meaning is delivered from a specific dislocation of place. Touring the
islands of Loch Lomond, Wordsworth writes:
The islands were of every possible variety of shape and surface–hilly and level, large and
small, bare, rocky, pastoral, or covered with wood. Immediately under my eyes lay one
large flat island, bare and green, so flat and low that it scarcely appeared to rise above the
water, with straggling peat-stacks and a single hut upon one of its out-shooting
promontories–for it was of a very irregular shape, though perfectly flat. Another, its next
neighbor, and still nearer to us, was covered with the heath and coppice-wood, the
surface undulating, with flat or sloping banks towards the water, and hollow places,
cradle-like valleys, behind. (87)
While the “variety,” “irregular,” and “undulating” shapes are unified by Wordsworth’s affective
pronouncements of “pastoral” and “perfectly,” the consequent map of Loch Lomond (Figure 4)
does not aim for completeness and unity of composition. The map’s tightly scripted text slants
vertically upon the page, making it difficult for readers to decipher. Text appears upside-down at
the bottom of Loch Ketterine, which, when the map is flipped 180 degrees, reads: “Foot.” The
phrase “[r]esting place” appears marked at odd angles between loch and land, and the map’s
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flatness becomes evident when the phrase “mountain road” appears in a straight and narrow line,
as though the letters were a hiking trail awaiting the footsteps of tourists. Wordsworth does not
sketch topographical symbols to direct her readers, such as a dash to indicate a road, or rolling
line to represent a hill. Instead, the landscape is void of what would be considered its essential
parts, suggesting a dislocation of place amidst an obsessive specificity for detail. Consequently,
concern for the viewer’s ability to read the map seems to not have been at the top of
Wordsworth’s cartographic concerns. Instead, the map acts like an experiment in abstraction and
expression; inscribing a word here, sketching a line or two there.
Continuing in her island hopping in Loch Lohmond with William and Coleridge, Dorothy
Wordsworth views the island with Dumbarton rock and its double head:
There being a mist over it, it had a ghost-like appearance…something like the Tor of
Glastonbury from the Dorsetshire hills. Right before us, on the flat island mentioned
before, were several small single trees or shrubs, growing at different distances from each
other, close to the shore, but some optical delusion had detached them from the land on
which they stood, and they had the appearance of so many little vessels sailing along the
coast of it. I mention the circumstance, because, with the ghostly image of Dumbarton
Castle, and the ambiguous ruin of the small island, it was much in the character of the
scene, which was throughout magical and enchanting–a new world in its great permanent
outline and composition, and changing at every moment. (88)
It has been argued that though Wordsworth’s “eye was frequently dissatisfied with the barren
scenery, she could find much that was stimulating to the imagination in the awesome awareness
of man inhabiting a stern and bleak landscape” (Nabholtz 127).
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Figure 4. Wordsworth, Dorothy. “Untitled.” Recollections of a tour made in Scotland. 1803.
Wordsworth Trust. Grasmere, MS A of “Recollections of a Tour in Scotland.” Images taken by
author, July 2013, courtesy of The Wordsworth Trust.
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Indeed, Wordsworth’s creative effect produced by changing the physical shape of the shrubs and
setting the scene within the Gothic and Romanticized Dumbarton Castle, signals her
recollections as a direct result of her imagination, rather than an eye that empirically records the
raw materials of landscape. In written utterances, Wordsworth’s touristic gaze celebrates the
achieved effect of dissembled natural objects amidst a unified setting: a textual achievement of
picturesque proportions. However, what appears most significant in the above passage is
Wordsworth’s conclusive remark that the landscape is, “a new world in its great permanent
outline and composition.” Wordsworth views the Scottish landscape in cartographic
terminology. The islands of Loch Lohmond are territory to be explored, as though the land
awaits Wordsworth’s sketchbook and pencil. Wordsworth imagines the landscape in terms of
boundaries and contours. It is as though her text performs an anticipation of sketching the loch’s
lines and borders. Calling the world an “outline” implies her concern not with what the landscape
contains, but with how it contains. This discrete distinction ends with the qualifying phrase
“changing at every moment.” Wordsworth translates the unfixed imagery of the Scottish
landscape into the messy compositional texture of her sketches. However, unlike Wordsworth’s
dynamic and illusory Romantic textual images that can be contained by descriptive terminology
such as “magical and enchanting,” her maps do not deliver a polished and controlled landscape.
They, instead, convey a wobbly and unresolved representation of the Scottish Highlands where
the only elements of containment are the confines of the parchment’s edges.
In a letter dated September 19th, 1807 and written to her friend Jane Pollard–otherwise
known as Mrs. John Marshall–Wordsworth responds to Jane’s recent tour of Scotland and
recollects her 1803 Scottish tour:
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We did not ascend Ben Lomond; but I should have liked to have done it very much; for
though it is not particularly a pleasure to me to see those places with which I am familiar
below me reduced as in a map I think there is no sensation more elevating to the hearts
and the imagination than what we take in, on viewing distant mountains, plains, hills,
vallies [sic], towns and seas from some superior eminence. (Letters 85)
Wordsworth prizes her affective experience of place over linguistic or cartographic
representations. Complaining of the reduction process that occurs in transferring the affective
experience to textual representation, Wordsworth emphasizes how much of the original emotions
are lost in verbal and visual renderings. She describes the affective experience in terms of “what
we take in” as though she physically ingests the visual imagery of the landscape. Yet, the
question might be asked, why, if Wordsworth takes issue with these touristic forms of
recollection, does she undertake the apparently painstaking efforts to visually map place?
Wordsworth’s remarks in her letter should be read contextually as a reflection upon her writing
of Recollections in 1803, and the subsequent frustrations she faced when tasked with adding to
the already abundant literature of picturesque tours of the Scottish Highlands.
As I have previously shown, Wordsworth self-consciously acknowledges through textual
utterances her frustrations with the limitations of linguistic representation as augmented by the
constraints of the picturesque tour’s vocabulary. Seeking to uncover alternative methods to work
through her affective experience as accurately as possible, Wordsworth turns to map-making.
Although Wordsworth admits to her frustrations with cartography, she does provide her visual
depictions of landscapes as alternative, and often more accurate representations of her affective
experience. The maps, therefore, should be read as experiments in form, content, and meaning.
They convey an author’s dabbling in a foreign medium of expression. She takes her pen to trace
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the landscape according to her own set of aesthetic principles that emphasize the creative
process, however unsuccessful or successful she may deem them.

A Process of Abstraction: When the Image becomes a Line

Figure 5. Wordsworth, Dorothy. “Windings of River Tummel.” Recollections of a tour made in
Scotland. 1803. Wordsworth Trust. Grasmere, MS A of “Recollections of a Tour in Scotland.”
Images taken by author, July 2013, courtesy of The Wordsworth Trust.
One of Wordsworth’s most unusual maps demonstrates an alternate set of landscape
aesthetics to that of the picturesque: her sketch of the River Tummel (Figure 5). After trekking
through the moors surrounding Loch Rannoch and Loch Tummel, Dorothy and William, having
parted with their guide, rest atop a hillside and observe the prospect situated below:
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[W]e sate down on the hillside, and looked with delight into the deep vale below, which
was exceedingly green, not regularly fenced or cultivated, but the level ground gilded a
glassy river, not in serpentine windings, but in direct turnings backwards and forwards,
and then flowed into the head of the Lake of Tummel; but I will copy a rough sketch
which I made while we sate upon the hill, which imperfect as it is, will give a better idea
of the course of the river–which I must add is more curious than beautiful–than my
description. (168)
As I have previously observed, Wordsworth’s descriptions gravitate toward wild and unruly
scenes. Similarly, she places value upon the irregular and curved windings of the River Tummel.
Even though Wordsworth’s writes in a 1803 letter to Mrs. Clarkson saying: “By the by I am
writing not a journal, for we took no notes, but recollections of our Tour in the form of a journal”
(qtd. Walker 19), the above passage is evidence that Wordsworth did make a few brief sketches
while traveling. Referring to her tour notes, Wordsworth’s map, cheekily entitled “Windings of
the River Tummel,” is a replica of the original sketch and perhaps the closest to her affective
experience, as it did not originate in Grasmere, but is a tangible relic of her tour. Drawn from a
vantage point perched above the river, Wordsworth’s resulting sketch is a solitary swooping line
that mimics the body of water’s curving course. Upon further examination, there appears to be
some discrepancy in Wordsworth’s linguistic syntax. She claims that even though the sketch is
“imperfect,” it still conveys an accurate sense of the river’s course. Yet her qualifying clause,
“which I must add is more curious than beautiful–than my description” is grammatically difficult
to track. She qualifies the River Tummel as “curious,” while her sketch is “beautiful,” and
emphasizes that her sketch conveys a “better idea” of the river than her written “description.”
Therefore, Wordsworth stresses her visual representation of landscape as a more effective means
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of communication than her textual utterances. Indeed, the map lacks the repetitive jargon of the
picturesque. On the contrary, the map, while still being qualified in Gilpin’s terms as one in a
series of “studies” defined as “the sketched ideas of a painter not wrought into a whole” (Essays
xxi), highlights minimalist aesthetics. Although sparse in content and form, the “River Tummel”
sketch is expressionistic, as its unsteady lines reveal its author’s emotive response to the natural
object.
Wordsworth’s gawky glyph of the River Tummel reminds one of Cy Twombly’s
calligraphy-like line drawings in shades of grey, tan, and off-white. Barthes writes that
Twombly’s work alludes to “a kind of writing” that is “formed, drawn, deliberate shapely writing
which in the eighteenth century was called a fine hand” (158). Barthes posits: “Twombly tells us
that the essence of writing is neither form nor usage but simply gesture – the gesture that
produces it by allowing it to happen.” He likens these gestures to the Japanese term for a Zen
state of mind: “I think of Twombly’s ‘graphisms’ as so many little satoris” (106). Barthes’s
vocabulary in describing Twombly’s work is helpful for examining how Wordsworth encodes
the landscape with a similar visual aesthetic. For Barthes, it is Twombly’s attention to the
materiality of his art, a kind of “being there” that hangs in his line sketches. “Twombly,” writes
Barthes, “shows the gesture. We are not asked to see, to conceive, to savor the product, but to
review, to identify, and, so to speak, to ‘enjoy’ the movement which has ended up here” (164).
The joy of movement is precisely the invitation that the viewer receives upon looking at
Wordsworth’s River Tummel. For Wordsworth to qualify that this squiggly line sketch gives a
“better idea” of the object suggests that its significance lies in the reader’s response to the line
drawing.
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Jacques Derrida, in the catalogue he put together for the Louvre in 1990 to accompany
the drawing exhibition “Mémoires d’aveugle: L’autoportrait et autres ruines,” compares the artist
to a blind man, searching and groping, but never reaching his goal. Derrida suggests that drawing,
too, is also blind, and can be understood as an intransitive activity, our attention is drawn to the
representation of the world, not the world itself. This is what Barthes calls the movement in
gesture, which we might consider in terms of the movement of Wordsworth’s thinking eye.
Foregoing crafting a picturesque representation of the River Tummel that situates the object with
a likeness to reality, Wordsworth’s sketch highlights the paradox of her representation: one
sparse line is all that is needed not as means of seeing the river, but as a means of feeling her
rendering of it and subsequently to also mark our own affective response.
Gilpin, too, toured the site of the River Tummel and records his account in Observations
Related Chiefly to Picturesque Beauty. Upon crossing near the base of a mountain, he situates
the river as the ideal element to complete the scene: “It is a great addition to the scene to look
down upon the river foaming among rocks, diving into woods, and forcing it’s [sic] way among
the huge fragments that have tumbled into it’s channel from the mountain (134-5). Unlike
Wordsworth’s description of the river, which focuses on its sinuous shape, Gilpin’s account
captures the river’s gushing momentum. Both tourists of the Highlands view this natural wonder
as sufficient material to be visually rendered:
When we leave the Tay, we meet the Tummel, which, tho less wild in it’s
accompaniments, performs it’s [sic] evolutions with as much beauty. One scene upon it’s
[sic] banks called aloud for the pencil. We had many, in which were greater beauties; but
they were mixed, as is often the case, with something awkward. But this view was almost
purely picturesque. A broad sand-bank stretched before the eye, as a second distance,
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round which the river formed an intended curve; it’s [sic] banks were well decorated; and
the view was closed, in the fashion of Scotch landscape, with beautiful mountains. (131-2)
Though smitten with the river’s pleasing shape to the eye, it is significant to note that Gilpin
subtly acknowledges the prospect as being “almost purely picturesque,” echoing the instability
brought about from the picturesque paradox; art’s rendering of nature is never complete.
Gilpin then adds a digression pertaining to how to best capture the “hues of nature,”
which is by “tinting a drawing on the spot from which the artist may paint at his leisure. But this
is a very imperfect method as the hues of nature must greatly evaporate, and lose their spirit in a
second translation” (133). Gilpin, like Wordsworth, is concerned with the problem of
representation and the distance that elapses when creating art in recollection. Compared to
Wordsworth’s approach to sketching, Gilpin’s method of presenting picturesque painting appears
to be much more governed: he includes a color chart and a paint-by-numbers illustration of a
traditional picturesque landscape compositionally complete with a horizon of two harmonious
mountain peaks, a ruin, and trees on either side framing two central figures nestled between in a
valley’s dip. Gilpin stresses the problem of sketching without using the full-effect of a color
palette: “Mere drawing, without colouring, can at best, only express the forms of objects; and by
adding a little light and shade, endeavour to grace them with something of an artificial effect.
How much the face of nature must suffer from such partial imitation, is evident; as her colours
and tints are her principal glory” (132). Yet even though Gilpin prizes the liveliness that a wash
of color can give to an object, his tone indicates that all visual renderings fall to “partial
imitation.” Brought into discourse with Gilpin’s pictorial methods, Wordsworth’s singular line
representing the River Tummel functions as a direct reaction to Gilpin’s set of visual aesthetics
emphasizing depth, chiaroscuro, and precise dimension.
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Tim Fulford argues that Gilpin presents the British landscape “as a series of scenes to be
consumed as staged prospects, essentially static and distant, pre-judged by the words of the
guidebook and the pictorial tradition which they were valued for resembling” (117). Indeed,
Gilpin concludes his observations on artfully depicting the river: “This digression was
occasioned by a view upon the Tummel, to which the colouring of a sand-bank, and it’s [sic]
harmonizing with the objects in it’s [sic] neighbourhood, gave a beauty, that in a mere
uncoloured drawing is entirely lost” (134). If we think about Gilpin’s picturesque as what
Dahlia Porter argues is “a kind of purified topography; it had been purged of the heterogeneous
colloquy of historical description and local lore” (168), then we might see Dorothy
Wordsworth’s map of the River Tummel as exhibiting the ultimate purge of any historical or
cultural specificity. For both Gilpin and Wordsworth the picturesque aesthetic can be understood,
as de Bolla remarks, as a “fantasized encounter with the real” and an “affective-bodilyexperience in the real of looking” (120, 122). This form of encounter makes sense especially
with Wordsworth’s black-and-white and sparsely rendered river. Lost are the adornments and
specificity and in their place, a line, an extension of the thinking eye’s enjoyment of motion.
****
Wordsworth wrote Recollections with the intention of circulating it among friends and
acquaintances. In a letter dated January 1806 to Catherine Clarkson, Wordsworth writes, “I
wrote my journal, or rather recollections for the sake of my Friends who it seemed ought to have
been with us, but were confined home by other duties” (qtd. Levin 89). In 1822, almost 20 years
after the Scottish tour, William encourages his sister to publish Recollections and a series of
correspondence from William to the poet Samuel Rogers who promises to find Wordsworth a
suitable publisher. However, the project never comes to fruition, and in 1837, William declares
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Dorothy Wordsworth’s health too delicate to handle the process.25 While we do not know if
Wordsworth intended to publish her maps with the written text, the dialogue between visual and
written representations of landscape arguably provides greater insight into Wordsworth’s
authorial intentions and situates her text as responding to both the written and visual picturesque
tour history.
Confronted with writing yet another picturesque tour narrative about the Scottish
Highlands, Wordsworth turns to cartographic representations of landscape. Lucy Newlyn argues
for Dorothy’s experimental prose-style in her Grasmere and Alfoxden Journals, and the same
principles of writing can also be applied to Wordsworth’s maps: “Dorothy finds her stylistic
preferences through the practice of writing – mapping them out, much as she mapped out the
terrain she would soon be leaving behind” (331). For Wordsworth, experiments with visual
representation were a way for her to play with a different form of affective response to place.
Recollections as a multi-representational literary project utilizes maps to produce new
configurations of space and subjectivity. Wordsworth’s map-making methodology is based on
an ethics of experimentation; the map is a tool to experiment with a particular territory in specific
ways in order to confront the paradox of representation in picturesque aesthetics. Gradually
becoming more minimalistic and sparsely rendered in form, the maps’ increasing emptiness
becomes an open source for the viewer’s eye to gaze, feel, and make meaning.

25

For a detailed account of the Recollections’ publication history, see Susan M. Levin’s
Introduction to the Longman Cultural Edition of Dorothy Wordsworth.
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Chapter 3
Earth, Alum, and Fire: Ecological Disaster in Mary Wollstonecraft’s
Letters Written During a Short Residence in Norway, Sweden, and Denmark
John Wyatt argues in Wordsworth and the Geologists: “Travellers’ tales have always
been difficult to classify as fact or near-fiction, and today they are hardly the domain of scientific
writing. In the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, however, travel accounts were exactly
that. They were a source of information for collectors and classifiers and for home-based
scientific enthusiasts” (61). In Letters Written During a Short Residence in Norway, Sweden, and
Denmark, Mary Wollstonecraft complicates the traditional principles of picturesque tourism by
using the theories of popular eighteenth-century geological science-writing, which introduced a
new mode of temporalization that makes human’s existence on earth a mere ripple in the context
of the earth’s history. As such, Wollstonecraft constructs a geological “deep-time” that attempts
to disrupt the chronological progression of history that she finds unsatisfactory. This engagement
with picturesque and geological aesthetics culminates in a landscape in the throes of cultural
catastrophe and ecological disaster. I read these moments of disaster as an opening in the rigidity
of the picturesque and sentimental tour genre.
I first present Wollstonecraft’s picturesque aesthetics as particularly concerned with
variety and time, and it is this framework that shades her affective relations of place and self.
Wollstonecraft knew the genre of the tour sold well, having reviewed many tours, including
William Gilpin’s, for the Analytical Review. I argue that Wollstonecraft’s inquiry into these
aesthetics opens a space for other aesthetic modalities, particularly those of eighteenth century
scientific conceptions of geology and the earth’s history. When I frame Wollstonecraft’s
representations of Scandinavia’s rocky coast in conversation with theories of the earth’s
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formation, such as Thomas Burnet’s A Sacred Theory of the Earth (1691), the rocks, which are
the object of her picturesque pursuit, take on the weight of the earth’s past and future histories.
No longer an element in her nature-scape that delights the eye and sparks the imagination, the
rocks are situated as a crucial factor in the alum-shale industry, a production that not only
tarnishes the rocks, but also emits harmful byproducts into the environment. Wollstonecraft
dovetails these moments of ecological disaster with the jarring aftermath of a city’s fire, which
the picturesque aesthetic lens fails to make sense of except in its invitation of a complete
affective immersion to the viewer.
It is no wonder that Wollstonecraft’s attention turned toward geology as the rocky
Scandinavian landscape appeared in stark contrast to the urban center of Paris where she had
been living. In 1795, Mary Wollstonecraft, with her one-year-old daughter Fanny and attendant,
Marguerite Fournée, embarked on a tour of Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. After four months
of traveling by boat through artic waters and by carriage and foot across the rocky and pinecovered landscapes of Scandinavia, Wollstonecraft returned home to England and published
Letters Written during a Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark in January 1796.
Composed to the unnamed Gilbert Imlay, Wollstonecraft’s lover and father of Fanny, Letters
says little of Wollstonecraft’s main purpose for taking the trip. But scholars have uncovered the
secret history of her tour: Wollstonecraft traveled to Scandinavia on behalf of Imlay’s shipping
business and is thought to have been “in pursuit of a stolen treasure ship, packed with silver and
Bourbon plate” (Holmes 23). The ship’s disappearance was under investigation by the Danish
Royal Commission. And Imlay found himself in a difficult position as his ship was used to break
the British blockade on trade between its enemy, France, and neutral Scandinavia.
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Wollstonecraft traveled to Scandinavia in the wake of her tumultuous experiences in
Paris during the French Revolution where she was appalled by what Richards Holmes calls the
“execution of the king, the guillotining of her friends at the Girondists, and the various excesses
of the Terror” (280). As Scott Juengel describes, “the fate of the revolution quickly eroded with
the cruelties of Robespierre, the establishment of the Revolutionary Tribunal, and the renewal of
war between France and Britain in February 1793” (3). In An Historical and Moral View of the
Origins and Progress of the French Revolution, and the Effect it has Produced in Europe
(1794), Wollstonecraft seems to have come to terms with, as Juengel puts it, the “impossibility of
revolutionary optimism when its ‘history’ cannot progress much beyond 1789” (4).
With the impact of the French Revolution fresh in her mind, Wollstonecraft takes on not only
Imlay’s business, but also the task of writing a picturesque travel narrative. Many scholars, such
as Anthony Pollock, have made the argument that Letters does not fit perfectly into one genre
and hovers somewhere between “political treatise and novelistic narrative” and “personal
memoir or anecdote” (193).26 Pollock argues that in Letters Wollstonecraft’s “mercantile subject
is the byproduct of a specific way of seeing, a particular mode of aesthetic experience that
eighteenth-century aesthetics described as sublime.”27 While Pollock posits this “sublime” in
tandem with “capitalist masculinity” (194), other scholars like Ana de Freitas Boe see
Wollstonecraft’s sublime aesthetics in dialogue with Edmund Burke’s as a critique of the social
order, and others, such as Patrick D. Murphy, Sylvia Bowerbank, and Charles Hinnant, read
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For a reading of Wollstonecraft’s writing as seduction in the culture of sentimentality see
Daniel O’Quinn, “Trembling: Wollstonecraft, Godwin, and the Resistance to Literature,” ELH,
vol. 64, 1997, 761-88. O’Quinn shows how Wollstonecraft’s The Wrongs of Woman can be read
as an “archaeology of a specific historical configuration of sexual relations” (767).
27
Some conend that because Wollstonecraft was in debt to her publisher Joseph Johnson she
wrote in the popular and conventional sentimental narrative genre as a way of “seducing the
public out of their money” (Pollock 194).
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Letters from an ecofeminist standpoint. Beth Dolan Kautz and Deborah Weiss focus on
melancholia in Wollstonecraft’s landscape, while Christine Chaney offers an analysis on how
Letters “weaves a complex interrelationship between a confessional discourse of selfhood, a
heightened and affective discourse of the sublime in nature, and an under-examined aspect of the
ideological rhetoric of political and cultural change” (279). Critics such as Malcolm Andrews,
Alan Liu, Jeanne Moskal, Nigel Everett, Ann Bermingham, and Elizabeth Bohls have discussed
how the picturesque aesthetic is entwined with political, social, economic, and gender ideologies.
I build upon this scholarship by using the genre of the eighteenth-century English picturesque
and garden landscape aesthetics as a lens and methodology in which Wollstonecraft crafts her
aesthetic and affective experiences of place. For the purposes of this chapter, I use the lens of
what ecocritical theory terms an investigation of literature in relation to histories of ecological or
environmentalist thought, ethics, and activism.

“The Rage for the Line of Beauty”: Wollstonecraft’s Picturesque Affectations
Wollstonecraft reviewed two of William Gilpin’s works: the second edition of
Observations on the River Wye, published in 1782 and republished in 1789, and Remarks on the
Forest Scenery, and Other Woodland Views in 1791.28 Her reviews, which appear in the
Analytical Review, illustrate her affection for Gilpin’s style of writing. In her review of Gilpin’s
Remarks on the Forest Scenery, she calls his picturesque travel writing a “very ingenious
writer’s productions” (397) and advises that “[c]ountry gentlemen of taste and leisure will find
28

See her review of Gilpin’s Observations on the River Wye, 2nd edn. (1789) in Analytical
Review, 5 (Sept. 1789), article XI, in The Works of Mary Wollstonecraft, vii., ed. J. Todd and M.
Butler, London: Routledge, 1989, 160-4, and of Remarks on Forest Scenery, and other
Woodland Views, (relative chiefly to Picturesque Beauty). illustrated by the scenes of New
Forest in Hampshire. In Three Books (1791), in Analytical Review, 10 (Aug. 1791), article III, in
The Works of Mary Wollstonecraft, vii. 386-8.
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this work particularly useful…because taste and humanity seem equally to recommend the
subject to the consideration of gentlemen of the turf” (402). This moment in the review functions
as a kind of backhanded compliment, at once praising picturesque travel and at the same time
pointing out its limitations. In her review of his Observations, Wollstonecraft offers Gilpin’s
travel narrative as exemplary for all others:
If all travellers had…some decided point in view, a grand object of pursuit to concentrate
their thoughts, and connect their reflections, readers, who look for more than barren
amusement, would be assisted to arrange the information the title of a book led them to
seek for, instead of rambling with an unfixed eye through a variety of desultory matter
and detached observations, which no running interest, or prevailing bent in the mind of
the writer rounds into a whole.29 (161)
It is clear that here Wollstonecraft pinpoints the single object as the unifying focus that provides
a running narrative thread throughout the travelogue. She emphasizes that this “grand object” is
just as important to the reader’s experience of viewing the picturesque travelogue as a unified,
holistic text as it is for the author’s, as opposed to the lack of unity that appears in many other
travel narratives.30 In the Advertisement to Letters, written some five years after her review of
Gilpin’s Observations, Wollstonecraft announces her text as part of the lineage of “writing
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Review of Gilpin, Observations on the River Wye, 161.
It is important to note that Wollstonecraft did not shower praise on every picturesque tour
narrative she reviewed. In fact, her affection toward Gilpin’s work shines above her other
reviews in her appreciation for his discernment and language. Reviewing J. Hassell’s Tour of the
Isle of Wight, Wollstonecraft critically sees the pitfall of Hassell’s work in his “redundancy of
adjectives” and “sentimental” language (279). She does not place blame on the categories of
picturesque aesthetics, but rather on this work’s “artificial style” which is “calculated to pamper
the imagination and leave the understanding to starve” (279). See her review of J. Hassell’s Tour
of the Isle of Wight. The Drawings taken and engraved in Aqua-tinta (1790) in Analytical
Review, 7 (Aug. 1790), article V, in The Works of Mary Wollstonecraft, ed. J. Todd and M.
Butler, 7 vols. London, 1989, pp. 271-284.
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travels, or memoirs,” and with a bite in her tone, calls them “desultory letters,” alluding to this
review (3). Having read and reviewed enough travel narratives for the Analytical, Wollstonecraft
knows as what she wants her writing not to appear.31 In fact, Wollstonecraft sees Gilpin’s text as
archetypal of the genre due to its emphasis on the organizing categories of picturesque taste that
are “conveyed from one understanding to another, with precision and clearness” (161).
The more pointed remark Wollstonecraft makes about Gilpin’s picturesque is that
travellers do not only need one object to pursue, but a worthwhile one. Commenting on the
imagination’s role in the observer’s experience of the tour, Wollstonecraft remarks:
A mind once roused to the pursuit of simple information, will receive it by the most
direct road; but the pleasures arising from taste and feeling are more complex and
accidental. When any strong passion fills the heart, the calm enthusiasm of sentiment
cannot reach it, and the eye clouded by care, glances with hasty apathy over scenes which
formerly produced new ideas and pleasureable [sic] emotions. As it is clear, that so much
depends on the original frame, present mood, and other adventitious circumstances, an
author cannot always expect to find his reader disposed to enter into his feelings,
particularly when the scenes shift with unavoidable rapidity and abruptness. (161-2)
Here Wollstonecraft arrives at the idea that the observer’s eye must be incited by pleasurable
sights, which, resulting in “complex” taste and feeling, can produce “new ideas.” She warns
against “strong passion” that might distract the tourist’s eye if one does not adhere to the
“original frame” and “present mood,” which would subsequently prevent the desired connection
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In the Advertisement to Letters, Wollstonecraft continues to say that this endeavor “has ever
been a pleasant employment; for vanity or sensibility always renders it interesting” (3).
Certainly, the model of sentimental traveller is important in Letters, and she alludes to Laurence
Sterne’s A Sentimental Journey (1768) where the narrator describes himself as a Sentimental
Traveller.
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between author and reader. The goal of this literature, as Wollstonecraft outlines, is that the
reader should be “disposed to enter into his [the author’s] feelings” (161-2), implying that there
is an inextricable connection between author and reader. This kind of an empathetic relationship
suggests experience can be formed, lived, and felt vis à vis the author. Wollstonecraft sees
Gilpin’s “grand object of pursuit” as a useful organizing principle that can act as a common
ground between author and writer, which in turn allows for the “entering in” of feeling.32 We
might ask, then, what incites pleasure in Wollstonecraft’s roaming eye when she herself takes the
role of the travel writer? It is necessary to use Wollstonecraft’s remarks of the “pleasures
arriving from taste and feeling” (161) as a map to first outline what constitutes her taste as it is
framed by the categories of the picturesque.
In her review of Gilpin’s Observations, it is no coincidence that Wollstonecraft uses the
analogy of a straight path to describe the antitheses of Gilpin’s narrative style. Touring
Gothenberg, Sweden, Wollstonecraft’s eye views the prospects through the filter of Gilpin’s
organizing aesthetic method. Wollstonecraft takes the opportunity at the beginning of Letter III
to muse on the Swedes’ sensibilities. She eventually makes the assumption of how living close to
the land can allow for intimacy with nature, which can “give birth to sentiments dear to the
imagination and inquiries which expand the soul” (21). Using this moment as an opportunity to
reflect on her touring eye’s aesthetic posturing, Wollstonecraft writes, “I love the country; yet
whenever I see a picturesque situation chosen on which to erect a dwelling, I am always afraid of
32

Dorothy Wordsworth uses similar language in her 1820 Journal of a Tour on the Continent, a
travel narrative where she seeks to retrace the footsteps of her brother William’s 1790 trip to
France and the Alps: “Entering into my Brother’s youthful feelings of sadness and
disappointment when he was told unexpectedly that the Alps were crossed – the effort
accomplished – I tardily descended towards the Hospital” (emphasis added 190). Here
Wordsworth uses William’s affective response to frame her own self-nature relations and to
magnify the affective lens the picturesque creates between reader and writer, and for
Wordsworth write-as-reader of her brother’s writing and feelings.
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the improvements. It requires uncommon taste to form a whole, and to introduce
accommodations and ornaments analogous with the surrounding scene” (21). Here the
“uncommon taste” means not only the aesthetic mode of looking, but also encompasses the
entire history of taste, which stems from the aesthetics of eighteenth-century landscape
gardening. Wollstonecraft interjects her narrative with a footnote on this history, as a way to
arrest the current history of her travelogue, a suspension in which we are poised as readers to
look over the “surrounding scene” and look backward in time. Her footnote provides this
addendum:
I think a garden should contain more shrubs and flowers than lofty trees; and in order to
admit the sun-beams to enliven our spring, autumn and winter, serpentine walks, the
rage for the line of beauty, should be made to submit to convenience. Yet, in this
country, a broad straight gravel walk is a great convenience for those who wish to take
exercise in all seasons, after rain particularly, When the weather is fine, the meadows
offer winding paths, far superior to the formal turnings that interrupt reflection, without
amusing the fancy. (21)
Wollstonecraft situates her aesthetic eye as peeping from within the eighteenth-century’s
midcentury pictorialist and picturesque debate. She shies away from a taste that praises artifice
and makes the subtle distinction between “serpentine walks” and “winding paths”; the former a
product of the landscape architect’s design, and the second, a nature-made footway. William
Hogarth’s 1753 treatise The Analysis of Beauty examines the “serpentine” line and the
excitement it evokes in the viewer’s pursuit of it: “The eye hath this sort of enjoyment of
winding walks, and serpentine rivers, and all sorts of objects, whose forms…are composed
principally of …the waving and serpentine lines. Intricacy of form, therefore, I shall define to be
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that peculiarity in the lines, which compose it, that leads the eye a wanton kind of chace, and
from the pleasure that gives the mind, intitles [sic] it to the name of beautiful” (emphasis in
original 33). Hogarth highlights the mind’s desire to wrestle with the challenges as exemplified
in the line’s twists and turns. The very nature of the line’s invitation to follow occurs from its
continuous disappearance from the viewer’s eye. Hogarth’s line suggests that the viewer’s
experience of beauty is based on its fleetingness. The viewer’s certainty of the line’s
disappearance is what leads the viewer to continue to follow the object. For Wollstonecraft, this
engagement is the “fancy” or pleasure of the pursuit.33
We can see Wollstonecraft entering into contentions on landscape aesthetics through her
delineation on what kind of nature-scape incites the imagination and what kind does not.
Wollstonecraft denotes a kinship between the viewer’s eye and what falls under its regime. She
prioritizes the experience of the landscape over the design of the space. Therefore, having lowcut shrubbery and flowers lends itself to a sunnier and more pleasant experience than tall,
imposing trees casting blankets of shade. And the snake-like “serpentine walks” that adhere to
Horace Walpole’s “rage for the line of beauty” should be catalogued as a mere afterthought for
the landscape architect. She puts forth that a “broad straight gravel walk,” though utilitarian, will
not provoke the imagination in the same way that organically developed “winding paths” will.
Therefore, for Wollstonecraft, aesthetic taste prizes the imagination’s creativity when it is
provoked by variety that is natural, authentic, and unadorned.
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Coleridge would call this pleasure as he argues that the movement of the mind when reading a
poem should be sinuous: “The reader should be carried forward…by the pleasurable activity of
mind excited by the attractions of the journey itself. Like the motion of a serpent, which the
Egyptians made the emblem of intellectual power; or like the path of sound through the air; at
every step he pauses and half recedes, and from the retrogressive movement collects the force
which again carries him onward” (BL II 14). While Coleridge renders this line a mental
principle, its sinuous nature recalls Hogarth’s serpentine line.
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I want to underscore that in Letters, the elements of the picturesque prescribe the various
modalities for Wollstonecraft’s eye. It is also important to remember Wollstonecraft’s remarks
regarding the ideal viewer’s experience, which should be marked by the “pleasures arriving from
taste and feeling” (161). Consequently, at some moments in her tour, Wollstonecraft understands
the picturesque as a modality to filter experience that engenders the imagination. These
“pleasures,” then, are meant as entry-points that invigorate the faculties of the mind. For example
in Tonsberg, Norway, Wollstonecraft gazes upon pine and fur groves at dusk and declares,
“nothing can be more picturesque, or, more properly speaking, better calculated to produce
poetical images,” and after walking through this dense forest she proclaims she is “struck with a
mystic kind of reverence” (57). For Wollstonecraft, the picturesque is the definitive modality, the
painting’s frame, both to peer through and to participate in an affective and spiritually
heightened response. The picturesque, rather than producing a limitation or frustration as
Dorothy Wordsworth feels on her Scottish tour, prompts the moment that blurs the realms
between the imagination, the real, and the fantastical.
Wollstonecraft is explicit about the parameters of her aesthetic taste. In Norway, on her
way to Laurvig, Wollstonecraft remarks: “[I] never before admired the beech tree; and when I
met stragglers here, they pleased me still less. Long and lank, they would have forced me to
allow that the line of beauty requires some curves, if the stately pine, standing near, erect,
throwing her vast arms around, had not looked beautiful, in opposition to such narrow rules”
(62). Here the beech trees, when juxtaposed to the pine, fall short of the picturesque modality’s
restrictions. Like any landscape architect would do, she reduces the three-dimensional trees to
the one-dimensional line that should guide the observer’s eye through nature’s rambles. There
appears a tension in Wollstonecraft’s description: should she allow the rules of taste to guide her
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eye, or should she rely on what sparks her affective response, regardless of the aesthetic
modality?
It is critical to note that it is not by chance that Wollstonecraft chooses the beech tree as
the object of her scene. In Remarks on Forest Scenery, Gilpin ranks the beech as “a tree of
picturesque fame” due to the trunk’s “bold knobs and projections, which has sometimes a sort of
irregular fluting,” its “peculiarity…which is sometimes pleasing, – that a number of stems
arising from the root,” and its bark which has a “pleasing hue…with a variety of mosses and
lichens” (42-7). Gilpin qualifies his remarks on the beech with the note that, though it possesses
the quality of “picturesque beauty,” the tree does not “rank…much higher than in point of
utility” compared to the other trees in his collection (43).34 Wollstonecraft, intimately familiar
with Gilpin’s Remarks, uses the same criteria for her own judgments. To not include remarks on
a grove of beech trees in her tour of Scandinavia would make her travelogue fall short of a
picturesque tour.
However, Wollstonecraft does not appear as the picturesque’s puppet. She interjects her
landskip remarks with a self-reflective musing where she gives herself permission for “feeling”
to guide her “criterion”:
What excites the emotion has charms for me; though I insist that the cultivation of the
mind, by warming, nay almost creating the imagination, produces taste, and an immense
variety of sensations and emotions, partaking of the exquisite pleasure inspired by beauty
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Furthermore, Gilpin notes in Remarks that the beech tree’s “firm” and “durable” bark is
commonly used by “the peasants of Sweden, Lapland, and other northern countries, where birch
grows in abundance” to cover their roofs (67). Though Wollstonecraft does not make reference
to the use of the birch’s bark in her travels through Sweden, Norway, or Denmark, it is
interesting to mark Gilpin’s positing of the tree’s significance as belonging to both utilitarian
purposes and as an element participating in picturesque aesthetics.
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and sublimity. As I know of no end to them, the word infinite, so often misapplied,
might, on this occasion, be introduced with something like propriety. (62)
Wollstonecraft links pleasure and taste as the two defining elements of her traveler’s roaming
eye. Without the “cultivation of the mind” there can be no “warming” of the imagination, as
though the picturesque lens acts as a kind of incubator for the viewer’s affective response. She
continues that her intent with this reflection is to show her reader:
the effect produced by a grove of towering beech. The airy lightness of their foliage
admitting a degree of sunshine, which, giving a transparency to the leaves, exhibited an
appearance of freshness and elegance that I had never before remarked, I thought of
descriptions of Italian scenery. But these evanescent graces seemed the effect of
enchantment; and I imperceptibly breathed softly, lest I should destroy what was real, yet
looked so like the creation of fancy. (62)
Once again, Wollstonecraft is drawn to the same elements of the grove that Gilpin reveals in
Remarks, where the informed eye should take in the “happy composition” of “the foliage falling
in large flocks, or layers, elegantly determined; between which the shadows have a very forcible
effect, especially when the tree is strongly illumined” (45). This scene is the epitome of what the
picturesque aesthetic mode can produce in its beholder. Taste, like the descriptions of Italian
gardens, always appears on the periphery of the viewer’s perspective. Similar to a row of
beeches lining a rambling road, taste makes the scene a living tableau to delight, move, or
titillate the viewer. For Wollstonecraft, the play of light and shadow produces an ephemeral
effect that borders on the fantastical. Part of the scene’s magic, though, is that it can disappear at
any time, even with the softness of her breath. The scene is spellbinding yet fragile. This moment
is the entering into feeling that Wollstonecraft marks as significant in the writer and reader’s
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relationship. And as Gilpin relates in his Observations on the River Wye: “It ought always to be
in the painter’s view to endeavour to please the eye. He should aim to make a country he carries
us through, such, as we should wish to inhabit, or at least examine. …There is one thing more,
which should contribute to give pleasure in landscape, when it can be obtained; and that is to
interest the imagination of the spectator, as well as his eye” (13-14).35 If the eye dictates the
regime of taste, then the imagination is beholden to it. To travel with a picturesque eye is to
experience fantasized encounters with the real: “If therefore we can interest the imagination of
the spectator, so as to create in him an idea of some beautiful scenery beyond such a hill, or such
a promontory, which intercepts the view, we give a scope to a very pleasing deception. It is like
the landscape of a dream” (15). When pleasurable, the effects of the picturesque landscape
provide the escape that Wollstonecraft seeks, but this aesthetic enterprise is soon complicated by
other modalities reflective of impending ecological disaster.
“The Bones of the World”: Geological Inquiry and Alum Production
“Before I came here” Wollstonecraft writes at the end of Letter XI, “I could scarcely have
imagined that a simple object, rocks, could have admitted of so many interesting combinations –
always grand, and often sublime” (72). These “simple object[s]” are ever pervasive in
Wollstonecraft’s tour of Scandinavia. The term “rocks” appears sixty-six times in Letters, not
counting the nine times that “rocky” appears. The rocks of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark
function as the “grand object of pursuit” (Gilpin 161) in the tour. However, it is a peculiar set-up:
Wollstonecraft uses the English gardening aesthetic of the picturesque to view a distinctly
foreign terrain that has not always been favorably characterized by fellow English travel writers.
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Gilpin’s Observations on the River Wye remained unpublished for twelve years after Gilpin
had his tour of the valley in 1770.
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Gilpin calls the Scandinavian landscape “too inartistically excessive to be properly sublime”
(Bowerbank 178-181) and declares that the mountains of the area are “probably rather masses or
hideous rudeness, then scenes of grandeur and proportion” (Observations 118). Wollstonecraft
confronts not only the newness of the place with these judgments from Gilpin in mind, but also
particularly the striking rock formations that decorate the terrain. By framing the landscape
through a picturesque lens, the presence of the rocks introduces a geological aesthetic into
Wollstonecraft’s picture frame, which allows Wollstonecraft to aestheticize the earth’s material
history. When approaching the shore in Norway, Wollstonecraft views the landscape as through
this aesthetic lens:
Rocks were piled on rocks, forming a suitable bulwark to the ocean. Come no further,
they emphatically said, turning their dark sides to the waves to augment the idle roar. The
view was sterile: still little patches of earth, of the most exquisite verdure, enameled with
the sweetest wild flowers, seemed to promise the goats and a few straggling cows
luxurious herbage. How silent and peaceful was the scene. I gazed around with rapture,
and felt more of that spontaneous pleasure which gives credibility to our expectation of
happiness, than I had for a long, long time before. I forgot the horrors I had witnessed in
France…I walked on, still delighted with the rude beauties of the scene; for the sublime
often gave place imperceptibly to the beautiful, dilating the emotions which were
painfully concentrated. (9-10)
The significance of this passage lies in the way Wollstonecraft crafts her landscape where rocks
not only frame the scene, but they also act as a grounding mechanism for her affective
experience of place. They are the “warming” device from which her “spontaneous pleasure”
grows. We are bound to assume that the rocks’ anthropomorphized voice is Wollstonecraft’s
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projection of selfhood: she creates a fantasy of danger that amps up the mystery of the terra
incognita. If Wollstonecraft were touring a traditionally picturesque landscape in England, the
prospect would act like an open invitation for her eye. However, here in an unknown place with
a drastically different landscape, the talking rocks suggest the traveling adventurer’s risk-taking
peril. The rocks’ presence seems to be a rebuke to the “silent and peaceful” rural scene of grass,
flowers, and grazing animals. In contrast to this pastoral, she uses the adjectives “bulwark,”
“sterile,” and “rude” to describe the rocky shoreline, which are according to Noah Heringman
“the most pervasive epithet for rocks in the earlier eighteenth century” (11). The OED’s
definitions of “sterile” as “of soil, a country, occas. of a period of time: Unproductive of
vegetation” and “rude” as “severity, strictness, rigour” particularly “Of a historical period” help
to make sense of the exact attributes Wollstonecraft wishes to convey: the rocks’ inorganic
texture evokes a terrain that is void of living sustenance. Yet what is so essential about these
definitions is how they both emphasize temporality as central in determining the historicity of the
rocks.36
It would be remiss not to address Wollstonecraft’s use of the aesthetic categories of the
beautiful and sublime, particularly as they appear in this passage. In the opening passages of A
Vindication of the Rights of Men, in a Letter to the Right Honourable Edmund Burke:
Occasioned by this Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790), Wollstonecraft casts shade
on Burke’s aesthetic treatise A Philosophic Enquiry (1757): “I beseech you to believe that it is
not a flight of fancy; for truth, in morals, has ever appeared to me the essence of the sublime;
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For example, Bishop J. Wilkins in Mathematical Magick (1648) uses the term “rude” in order
to historicize an era: “So much were all these kind of inventions admired in those ruder and
darker times” (qtd. in OED).
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and, in taste, simplicity the only criterion of the beautiful” (35).37 Many scholars have examined
Wollstonecraft’s engagement with Burke, including Elizabeth Bohls and Claudia Johnson who
suggest that Wollstonecraft forcefully objects to the power structure embedded in Burke’s
argument that “we submit to what we admire [the sublime], but we love what submits to us [the
beautiful]” (Burke 113).38 According to Ana de Freitas Boe, in Wollstonecraft’s analysis, beauty,
in particular Burke’s stance on the beauty of women’s weakness, “becomes an ideological tool
that exacerbates the natural differences between the sexes” (355). When we turn to
Wollstonecraft’s use of these aesthetic categories in Letters, her positioning of them presents an
erasure of any beautiful and sublime power hierarchy or gendered notions. Instead, the fluid
oscillation between the beautiful and the sublime for Wollstonecraft demonstrates her rejection
of any binary opposition. Karen Hust argues that Wollstonecraft “frames the complex web of
identity and difference that flows between her environment and her self as a dynamic in which
mind and world are interdependent” (156). Yet this flow of perception between self and nature,
subject and object, sublime or otherwise, are not in a free-for-all void of guiding aesthetic
principles. I highlight that in Letters the dilating relationship between the sublime and the
beautiful is created by the way time allows for the viewer’s taste and affective response to shift.
Likewise, time is an intricate component of picturesque aesthetic categories. The shaping
of the landscape in a picturesque tour occurs with the viewer’s movement through these forms of
nature that shift and decay due to time. And, as I have outlined above, Wollstonecraft makes
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Wollstonecraft, Mary. A Vindication of the Rights of Men, The Vindications: The Rights of
Men and The Rights of Woman, ed. D.L. Macdonald and Kathleen Scherf. Orchard Park, ON:
Broadview, 1997.
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known her penchant for Hogarthian “winding paths” (21) that emerge through long-term
interaction and engagement and carry the viewer through a wilder landscape rather than planned
paths, whether they are straight or serpentine. Though the ending of the above passage reveals
that Wollstonecraft is able to “forget the horrors” of the Revolution, what should be stressed is
the temporal shift that needs to take place in order for her to get to that mental state. The
landscape’s aesthetic is not static, but moves along with Wollstonecraft’s affective response. The
rocks, once “dark,” are now the “rude beauties” that incite the sublime to give “place
imperceptibly” to the beautiful.
We can further see this shift in temporal organization when Wollstonecraft uses the same
terms to describe the quickly impending “immense ridge of rocks stretching out on one side,”
which culminates in: “Approaching the frontiers, consequently the sea, nature resumed an aspect
ruder and ruder, or rather seemed the bones of the world waiting to be clothed with every thing
necessary to give life and beauty. Still it was sublime” (28). As Wollstonecraft comes closer to
the shore, the earth loses more and more of its organic qualities and its topographical properties
morph into a prehistoric landscape. Stripped to its skeletal structure, the earth’s “bones” lay bare
and exposed. Wollstonecraft does not only envision a reversal of time’s effects, but rather she
sees the earth’s history rewinding before her eyes in a temporal visualization. This time
Wollstonecraft visualizes what can be classified as “deep time,” a time that speaks to eighteenthcentury scientific writings of geology and to contemporary posthuman and non-anthropocentric
theories of environmental ethics.
Prior to the eighteenth-century’s Enlightenment ideals, the classical and Christian belief
regarding the earth’s formation was captured in Thomas Burnet’s A Sacred Theory of the Earth
(1691). Burnet argues that the earth’s rocky mountains and craggy caves are ruins from the
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Biblical Deluge. This theory endured throughout the eighteenth-century, which can be seen in
geologist and cave explorer John Whitehurst’s descriptions of the mountains in Derbyshire:
“They are broken, dislocated and thrown into every possible direction, and their interior parts are
no less rude and romantic, for they universally abound with subterraneous caverns; and, in short,
with every possible mark of violence” (51). However, Burnet’s argument was not the only one
gaining popularity. In the mid-eighteenth-century, David Hume rebukes Burnet’s theory and
offers that a more gradual change might have accounted for the earth’s formation. In Dialogues
Concerning Natural Religion, Hume presents the idea that “matter is susceptible of many and
great revolutions, through the endless periods of eternal duration” (50).39 This theory of “eternal
duration” suggests a perpetual notion of time and change that the earth has undergone and will
continue to undergo. In dialogue with Hume and other natural philosophers,40 James Hutton
proposes a new argument to the geological discussion. In Theory of the Earth (1795), Hutton
speculates that the irregularities on the earth’s surface such as mountains, caves, and wider
landscapes of sediment and rock were formed over vast periods of time from erosion. Hutton
does not put a definitive time frame on these processes, but rather, offers the idea that they are
“indefinite” (64) and “if the succession of worlds is established in the system of nature, it is in
vain to look for any thing higher in the origin of the earth. The result, therefore, of this physical
inquiry is, that we find no vestige of a beginning, —no prospect of an end” (200). Hutton’s
theory illustrates the notion that slow change gives way to geological movements over cosmic
periods of time.
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In the mid and late eighteenth-century, Hutton’s idea was revolutionary and radically
shifted the relationship between earth and man’s presence on earth. Many critics also trace
images of cataclysmic destruction to the theories of Comte de Buffon and Georges Cuvier. At the
end of the eighteenth century, Cuvier brought forth the idea that catastrophic changes had
occurred on the surface of the earth. Akin to Buffon in claiming that a series of cataclysmic
revolutions divided the history of the earth into six periods, Cuvier saw these revolutions as
geological processes. In his meticulous study of fossils or as he called them, “monuments,”
Cuvier sought to recover the earth’s historical narrative. These ideas had profound effects on
Romantic writers like Wollstonecraft whose conceptualizations of time, landscape, and the
movement through this nature-scape all speak to Hutton’s theory that man exists in a cyclical
process of ecological unity, not one of linear progression, and Cuvier’s ideas about geological
catastrophes. Subsequently, for Wollstonecraft, we see a movement away from the
anthropocentric boundaries and an embrace of a deep geological time, which paleontologist
Stephen Jay Gould defines as “the great temporal limitation imposed by geology upon human
importance…the notion of an almost incomprehensible immensity, with human habitation
restricted to a millimicrosecond at the very end!” (Gould qtd. in Braungart 27).
In order to better understand Wollstonecraft’s set of geological aesthetics, I would like to
pay closer attention to the metaphor of rocks as the “bones of the world” and to how it speaks to
other Romantic conceptions of rocks. William Wordsworth’s third edition to Guide to the Lakes
(1822), includes extracts copied from Dorothy Wordsworth’s letter to William Johnson dated
1818. One of these passages details her account of the summit of Scawfell Pike:
There, not a blade of grass was to be seen–hardly a cushion of moss, & that was parched
& brown; and only growing rarely between the huge blocks & stones which cover the
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summit & lie in heaps all round to a great distance, like skeletons or bones of the earth
not wanted at the creation. (Letters 115-6)
Dorothy Wordsworth’s metaphor of “skeletons or bones of the earth” speaks more to Burnet’s
apocalyptic ending in Sacred Theory:
we can stand naked in the midst of a Sea of Fire, with our Roots as deep as the
Foundations of the Earth, and our Heads above the Clouds of the Air. Thus they proudly
defy Nature; and it must be contested, that these, being, as it were, the Bones of the Earth,
when the Body is burning, will be the last consumed. (110-111)
While Dorothy Wordsworth’s “bones” are prehistoric instead of apocalyptic, they still emphasize
a kind of indestructibility. The “bones” of the earth are inorganic and immortal compared to the
“flesh” of the verdant grass and moss that grows around them, a similar aesthetic description to
Wollstonecraft’s, who often juxtaposes the rocky and inhospitable coastline to patches of
greenery. In addition, while Dorothy Wordsworth presents the ambiguity of “bones” as both
integral and discarded fossils of the earth’s creation, Wollstonecraft imagines her “bones” like an
exposed and open prehistoric wound before being dressed in the “clothes” that would signal the
inevitability of man’s earthly presence. Both Dorothy Wordsworth’s and Wollstonecraft’s
conceptions of rocky landscapes as artifacts of the earth’s “deep time” reveal the aesthetic
materialization of place informed by contemporary geological discoveries.
The rocks continue to be the aesthetic object in Wollstonecraft’s picturesque crosshairs.
In fact, Letters reads like a series of meditative vignettes, all ensnared by the “wild coast” (68). It
is this rocky coast that incurs Wollstonecraft’s “meditation” on not the current moment, but a
future one:
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I anticipated the future improvement of the world, and observed how much man had still
to do, to obtain of the earth all it could yield. I even varied by speculations so far as to
advance a million or two of years to the moment when the earth would perhaps be so
perfectly cultivated, and so completed peopled, as to render it necessary to inhabit every
spot; yes; these bleak shores. Imagination went still farther, and pictured the state of man
when the earth could no longer support him. Where was he to fly to from universal
famine? Do not smile: I really became distressed for these fellow creatures, yet unborn.
The images fastened on me, and the world appeared a vast prison. I was soon to be in a
smaller one –for no other name can I give to Rusoer [sic]. It would be difficult to form an
idea of the place, if you have never seen one of these rocky coasts. (68)
If Gilpin’s picturesque heralds the pursuit of an object “the expectation of new scenes
continually opening, and arising to his view” (Three Essays), then Wollstonecraft’s “rocky
coasts” are the open window into this futuristic visualization of humanity. Here, instead of a
prehistoric deep time, Wollstonecraft fast-forwards the earth’s revolutions millions of years to a
post-apocalyptic landscape where the earth is no longer sufficient to support man. First,
prophesying the future in a “million or two years,” Wollstonecraft re-imagines the earth as a
utopian colony where humans have succeeded in working in harmony with the natural world.
Her attitude seems almost philanthropic in its idealism. However, what was a utopia millions of
years in the future morphs into an apocalyptic nightmare. The earth’s resources have been
depleted and man wanders the earth in a state of “universal famine.” Wollstonecraft’s vision of
this utopia turned dystopia anticipates the William Godwin and Thomas Malthus debate.41 In
William Godwin’s Enquiry Concerning Political Justice (1793), Godwin’s utopian vision rests
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on the idea of a society “where men lived in the midst of plenty…the narrow principle of
selfishness, would vanish. No man being obliged to guard his little store, …each would lose his
individual existence in the thought of the general good” (294).42 Though Wollstonecraft’s vision
of ecological disaster does not call for a Malthusian reform, what does appear striking is her
emphasis on the human drive towards “cultivation” that leads to these effects.
Time, and the progression of nature’s changes through time, is one of the most
emphasized aspects of the picturesque. For example, a classical temple is often made to look
weathered and decayed. Uvedale Price remarks on this process of decay:
Observe the process by which Time, the great author of such changes, converts a
beautiful object into a picturesque one: First, by means of weather stains, partial
incrustations, mosses, &c. it at the same time takes off from the uniformity of the surface,
and of the colour; that is, gives a degree of roughness, and variety of tint. Next, the
various accidents of weather loosen the stones themselves; they tumble in irregular
masses upon what perhaps smooth turf or pavement, or nicely trimmed walks and
shrubberies-now mixed and overgrown with wild plants and creepers,…The even,
regular lines of the doors and windows are broken, and through their ivy-fringed
openings is displayed, in a more broken and picturesque manner. (62-3)43
As Price illustrates, time’s effects on human cultural artifacts give a sense of their fragility and
mortality. In Wollstonecraft’s visualization of deep time, she speeds up Price’s process in order
to envision the intensity of an extreme picturesque temporality “when the earth could no longer
support” man (68). We might call Wollstonecraft’s prophesizing not only the earth’s futurity, but
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particularly man’s, as Reinhardt Koselleck does in Futures Past: On the Semantics of Historical
Time: “the delicate art of political calculation” where the thinking of rational prophecy is a way
of thinking about time in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (19). Kosseleck goes on to
describe future time as a
self-accelerating temporality [that] robs the present of the possibility of being
experienced as the present, and escapes into a future within which the currently
unapprehendable present has to be captured by historical philosophy. In other words, in
the eighteenth century, the acceleration of time…became obligatory for worldly
invention, before technology completely opened up a space of experience adequate to this
acceleration (22).
For Wollstonecraft, the “unapprehendable present” is indicative of the failure and horror of the
Revolution. Wollstonecraft’s “acceleration of time” points toward a geological-specific time that
is millions of years old and that experiments with “worldly invention” to the point of disaster. It
is no surprise, then, that Wollstonecraft’s ultimate insights become those of an ecological crisis,
not one millions of years away, but one that is in the process of occurring as she tours
Scandinavia.
Jean André Deluc, in Elementary Treatise on Geology (1809), asks: “What can we
determine with certainty respecting the Origin and nature of Man, without knowing his history?”
(qtd. in Bewell 245). For Wollstonecraft, this “history” is earth’s history, exposed and
vulnerable to not only humanity’s presence, but also to the harmful effects of human industry on
the environment. When Wollstonecraft repeatedly confronts the jagged lines of the Scandinavia’s
rocky shores, she also faces the current and impending contamination of the environment.
Wollstonecraft steps into the position of environmentalist when she remarks on the toxic and
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permanent damage of an alum-production site. Approaching Christiania in Denmark, she
declares the prospect was “spoilt by the depredations committed on the rocks to have alum. I do
not know the process. – I only saw that the rocks looked red after they had been burnt; and
regretted that the operation should leave a quantity of rubbish, to introduce an image of human
industry in the shape of destruction” (79). Whereas before, these rocks enabled Wollstonecraft to
ponder their ancient and prehistoric nature, she now engages in a vision of ecological crisis.
Here, the industrial labor of making alum tarnishes the very objects that have been in the
crosshairs of her picturesque tour.
It is significant to further investigate the alum production that was so popular in
Scandinavia in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, in order to highlight the
validity of Wollstonecraft’s environmental concerns about this industry. Today, the production is
called alum-shale; shale refers to a particular variety of rock that is composed of clay and can be
easily divided or split (OED shale, n.2; def. 2). The production of alum-shale reached its height
from 1723-1810s in Scandinavia in fossil fuel production after wood had become scarce due to
insufficient forest resources, which was a major problem in Sweden at this time when wood was
the main construction material, as well as the main source of heat (Svidén and Eklund 39, 41).
And furthermore, using alum for fossil fuel production did not help the forest scarcity problem,
as wood was an essential part in the alum-making process. In fact, Wollstonecraft makes note, on
her tour, of the high number of sawmills that she sees (89).
The major problem in alum-shale production is that it releases heavy-metal emissions
(Svidén and Eklund 41), which occur when the predominant raw material used in the production,
known as black shale is processed and burned. It is an intensive process, in which the shale is
first roasted with a wood-burning fire. After the shale has burned, it must then be leached with
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water to dissolve the alum salt. Then, the water is heated and evaporated in a large lead pan,
leaving the alum to form crystals, which takes a few days. And finally, the mineral is processed
in barrels. This industry became so profitable because there was a huge demand for alum use in
rag paper where it was mixed to bind the fibers together (Geschwind, 1901). However, at the end
of the nineteenth century, when cellulose started to be used in paper, the demand for alum
decreased exponentially, as did this industry.
As one might imagine, this is not a clean-production, and from this process, heavy metals
leak into the soil, the ground water, and the air. When the shale is burnt, many polluting
substances are emitted, including sulpur and cadmium (Svidén and Eklund 55). While
Wollstonecraft admits that she is unfamiliar with this extensive process, she would have been
familiar with the high demand for alum, as Gilbert Imlay traded in alum (Brekke and Mee 186).
The extent of the long-term impact that these harmful pollutants had and are still having on the
environment was not regarded as a problem at the time, so Wollstonecraft’s concern for her
environment is all the more affecting. And indeed, Wollstonecraft’s observations of the alum
production document a crucial moment at the verge of Scandinavia’s impending industrial
revolution, as well as a shift toward using more non-renewable resources.
It might be a misnomer to call Wollstonecraft an environmentalist in terms of our
modern-day conceptions; however, the Wollstonecraft of Letters does show concern for the
preservation and sanctity of her natural surroundings and does anticipate impending ecological
disaster. The “deep time” that she envisions in Scandinavia’s rocky coastline is a reflection of the
earth’s prehistoric footprint and also a “deep time” that flashes forward into our future and
makes her twenty-first century readers all the more aware of climate change, pollution, and the
environmental catastrophes that eighteenth-century human industry has had a hand in producing.
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“Treading on Live Ashes”: The Aesthetics of Ecological Disaster
Theories of the picturesque, through their rejection of symmetry, proportion, and
harmonic perfection, present the case for an aesthetic of decay. We see this aesthetic in the
popularity of architectural ruins as well as in the language of incompletion and chaos. Gilpin,
Price, and Richard Payne Knight all address the issue of beauty and decay in different ways.
According to Gilpin, the picturesque calls for a taste of nature in “all it’s [sic] irregular forms”
(Observations, 2:44). He uses the picturesque to talk about decay without any negative
connotations, emphasizing its qualities of “roughness,” “ruggedness,” “variety,” “contrast,” and
“irregularity” (Three Essays 6, 7, 20, 20, and 27). Price responds to Gilpin’s picturesque by
deeming it “at once too vague and too confined” since the aesthetics seems to pertain more “to
the art from which it is named” than to the object itself (Essay on the Picturesque 35, 39). Price
presents the argument that beauty and the picturesque “are founded on very opposite qualities;
the one on smoothness, the other on roughness; –the one on gradual, the other on sudden
variation; – the one on ideas of youth and freshness, the other on that of age, and even of decay”
(Essay on the Picturesque 76-7). Following much of what Gilpin and Price set forth about the
picturesque, Knight, like Gilpin, sees this aesthetic as only pleasing to those who are “conversant
with the art of painting, and sufficiently skilled in it to distinguish, and be really delighted with
its real excellences” (An Analytical Inquiry 166). Knight locates the aesthetics of deformity in
“the minds of the spectators” and not in “any characteristic distinctions inherent in themselves”
(172).
Wollstonecraft’s picturesque aesthetic in Scandinavia is most akin to Gilpin’s and Price’s
theories. She, like Dorothy Wordsworth in her Scottish tour, delineates her own “rage for the line
of beauty” (Letters 21) aesthetic as one that must possess variety and irregularity in order to
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stimulate the imagination. Though Wordsworth turns toward visual representations of landscape,
and Wollstonecraft does not, both writers analyze how picturesque ideals open space to explore
affective self-nature relations. When Wollstonecraft repeatedly confronts the jagged line of the
country’s rocky shoreline, she also comes to face the picturesque notion of time, the geological
modality of deep time, and the urgent impact of human kind and human industry upon the earth.
Furthermore, continuing on her tour, the picturesque aesthetic becomes less about what
pleasantries in nature spark the imagination and more about its fragility and impending decay
imposed by environmental changes and ecological disaster. Building upon her environmentalist
concerns of Scandinavia’s alum-shale production, the decay Wollstonecraft continues to
encounter is less about a non-threatening ruin or organic change to the landscape, but rather,
about the toxic and permanent damage of human existence on the natural world.
Regarding her observations of ecological crisis, the text contains many instances when
Wollstonecraft makes known human industry’s irreversible and harmful effects on nature. After
having a profound spiritual experience at the sight of a waterfall, Wollstonecraft makes the
observation that the “appearance of the river above and the below the falls is very
picturesque...But I did not like to see a number of saw-mills crowded together close to the
cataracts; they destroyed the harmony of the prospect” (89). The detriments of human industry
not only threaten the pristine wildness of the picturesque scene, but these elements – the
sawmills and the waterfalls – are incongruous. Likewise, on the road to a waterfall near
Fredericstadt, Wollstonecraft sees a forest that has been burned by a wild fire, originally started
by farmers to replenish their soil for crops but that had grown out of control: “This appearance of
desolation was beyond measure gloomy, inspiring emotions that sterility had never produced”
(88). Having used the term sterile to describe the rocks so often in her tour, Wollstonecraft
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regards this aesthetic scene of destruction as paramount to any previous prospect in Scandinavia.
When she views the emptiness of a field that was once a lush and beautiful forest, she is
overcome with despair; all she can see is the destructive hand of man’s labor that has left death
and emptiness in its wake: “The devastation must, indeed, be terrible, when this, literally
speaking, wild fire, runs along the forest, flying from top to top, and crackling amongst the
branches. The soil, as well as the trees, is swept away by the destructive torrent” (88).
Wollstonecraft’s heightened reaction to this devastation is a deeply seeded critique of this
agricultural practice gone awry. Wollstonecraft is in the company of geologists like Hutton who
also bring attention to not only the earth’s beginnings, but also its possible destruction. After he
presents the hypothesis that a removal of all soil could lead to “an end of this beautiful machine;
an end, arising from no error in its contribution as a world, but from that destructibility of its land
which is so necessary in the system of the globe, in the economy of life and vegetation,” he goes
on to add that this will lead to the “inevitable destruction of our land” (Theory of the Earth 1:15).
Wollstonecraft’s environmental worries speak to Alan Bewell’s description of the Romantic poet
who “anticipat[es] the methods and concerns of historical ecologists” (234). It is striking to note
that what affects her most is the aftermath of destruction and her subsequent imagined vision of
its brutal path. Wollstonecraft’s sympathy lies in not only what has destroyed nature, but she also
self-consciously mourns the decay of picturesque tourism. No longer can the traveler expect to
encounter pristine, picturesque prospects in nature. What room is there for wild fires, noisy
sawmills, and wasteful alum-shale production in an aesthetically curated natural scene?
Wollstonecraft’s preoccupation with current ecological damage culminates in her tour of
Copenhagen when she arrives in the wake of a fire that destroyed the royal palace Christianborg
in 1794. Yet another larger fire had passed through just prior to Wollstonecraft’s arrival in 1795,
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and this one had annihilated about a quarter of the city. Walking amidst “dust and rubbish,” she
remarks:
There was little in the appearance of fallen bricks and stacks of chimneys to allure the
imagination into soothing melancholy reveries; nothing to attract the eye of taste, but
much to afflict the benevolent heart. The depredations of time have always something in
them to employ the fancy, or lead to musing on subjects which, withdrawing the mind
from objects of sense, seem to give it new dignity: but here I was treading on live ashes.
The sufferers were still under the pressure of the misery occasioned by this dreadful
conflagration. I could not take refuge in the thought; they suffered –but they are no more!
a reflection I frequently summon to calm my mind, when sympathy rises to anguish.
(emphasis in original 99-100)
The scene is void of any traditional picturesque landscape elements – there is “nothing to attract
the eye of taste” – nor any variety or prospect that falls under the traveling eye’s regime.
Whereas before Wollstonecraft could make aesthetic sense of scenes that were strewn with the
“depredations of time,” such as a rocky shoreline, whether pristine or rust-colored, a deafening
lumberyard, or blackened forest, here, in the fallen city and palace, she is “treading on live
ashes.” The verb choice of “treading” suggests that her corporeal self makes a bodily imprint on
the ashes, as though her shoes left treads or footprints. The oxymoronic phrase “live ashes”
reveals that the disintegrated ruins are not inorganic or deadened materials, but are “live”
because Wollstonecraft makes felt the bodies of those lost with her body. Amongst the collapse
of the picturesque, dust and erosion remains; here Wollstonecraft is forced to withstand the
image of the fire’s aftermath. She is no longer a voyeuristic traveler with a calculated distance
between her subjective self and the object of her pursuit, but places herself in and amidst the
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demise. Awash in the aesthetic of decay, Wollstonecraft creates a moment of empathy, feeling
the “anguish” for those who perished. This affective moment presents an opening with language:
“they suffered –but they are no more!” Though phrase is her mantra, a repeated invocation to
quiet her feeling the pain of others, Wollstonecraft cannot “take refuge in the thought.”
The passage represents a jarring shift from the picturesque framework of Gilpin, Price,
and others that guide Wollstonecraft’s tour of Scandinavia. Yet it is critical to emphasize that
experiencing the aftermath of the Copenhagen fires, Wollstonecraft constructs in her letter a
moment where the reader is able to “enter into” the feelings of the author (161-2), which is
Gilpin’s intended goal of the picturesque that Wollstonecraft prizes to highly in her review of his
Observations. Though instead of a sun-dappled winding path through a grove of beech trees, the
object that invites the most intimate bond between reader and writer is one that is the most
horrific and gruesome: the dusty residue of a place, a culture, and of flesh.
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Chapter 4
In the Wake of Wreckage: Aestheticizing Trauma in
Mary Shelley’s Rambles in Germany and Italy
Travelogues bookend Mary Shelley’s literary career. After touring the continent with her
recently married husband Percy Bysshe Shelley and her half-sister Claire Clairmont in 1814 and
later residing on Lake Geneva in 1816, Shelley’s first published book was History of a Six Weeks
Tour Through a Part of France, Switzerland, Germany, and Holland (1817). Over twenty years
later, she wrote Rambles in Germany and Italy in 1840, 1842, and 1843, a two-volume epistolary
travel narrative published in 1844. Rambles recalls two journeys she made with her son Percy
Florence and his friends. In the first journey, Shelley revisits the Italy of her youth, where she
had lived with Percy Shelley, and where he and two of their children, William and Clara, had
died. The traveling party makes jaunts by boat down the Rhine, spends six weeks at Como, and
takes a brief tour of Milan. In the second journey, Shelley’s purpose was to stay at German spas
to seek a holistic cure for her headaches, as well as to visit Rome and her husband’s grave.44 In
both tours, Shelley dedicates chapters to descriptions of museums, churches, works of art, and
natural wonders.
Scholarly criticism of Rambles has placed a strong emphasis on its political context.
Elisabetta Marino argues that Mary Shelley had a “profound engagement in the Risorgimento”
and delivers a “valuable contribution to the cause” (56). Likewise, Jeanne Moskal has written at
length about the book as a “political document” (“Gender and Italian Nationalism” 189) due to
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Shelley’s initial reasons to publish Rambles.45 Shelley met Ferdinando Luigi Gatteschi, an
expatriate of Italy, in Paris at the end of her travels in August of 1843.46 Having sympathy for
Gatteschi’s impoverished and exiled state, Shelley decided to write Rambles for his financial
benefit and had originally planned to include his memoirs in her narrative.47 However, this plan
was never realized when Gatteschi attempted unsuccessfully to blackmail Shelley after the
publication of Rambles in August 1844, although Moskal insists that the text still can be read as
Shelley’s advocating for Italian nationalism (“Gender and Italian Nationalism” 191). Indeed,
Napoleon’s Italian Campaign in 1797 and the Austrian domination after Waterloo problematized
Italy’s identity. On the one hand, Napoleon in 1800 deemed “the Cisalpine Republic as ‘the
Republic of Italy,’” whereas Austrian Prime Minister Clemens Metternich called Italy a
“geographical expression” (qtd. in Moskal “Gender and Italian Nationalism” 191) without any
identity of its own. Therefore, we can understand Italy’s complicated standpoint from a
European perspective, and especially at a time, as Kathryn Walchester describes, when Italy
became one of the most popular destinations for travel writers (7).
With Italian politics occupying her mind, Shelley’s travel narrative, much like her mother
Mary Wollstonecraft’s Letters, is also a conglomeration of different genres: history, travel guide,
political essay, art criticism, and memoir. The genre of the mid-nineteenth century travel guide
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has its roots in the picturesque tour, and I seek to situate Rambles as a text that diverges from the
late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century picturesque aesthetic tour tradition. Whereas in
Letters, Wollstonecraft shows a preoccupation with picturesque and geological aesthetics that
culminates in cultural catastrophe and ecological disaster, in Rambles, I argue, Shelley’s
awareness of the by now defunct picturesque aesthetic style allows her the freedom to explore
other modes of aesthetic and affective expression. I first examine the ways in which Shelley sets
apart her travel narrative from John Murray’s popular guidebooks and reiterates the trope of the
picturesque paradox. Then, I look at how her distancing from the picturesque form opens a way
for Shelley to create an aesthetic narrative out of the belated experience of traumatic memory.
Shelley writes in the wake of catastrophic and life-altering events: the deaths of her husband and
children. Subsequently, Shelley attaches memory and the mood of trauma to inanimate objects
that dot her surroundings. Whereas Gilpin’s picturesque tourism highlights the object of “grand
pursuit,” in Rambles, the viewer and object relationship ultimately becomes reversed: Shelley as
traveler pursues not the external, but the internal. Shelley’s self turns inward, with her affective
responses and traumatic memories in her tour’s crosshairs.

Leaving Murray’s Italy: Where Tourist Ends and Traveler Begins
In the forty-plus years since Wollstonecraft’s Letters Written During a Short Residence
was published, post-Waterloo Europe saw a dynamic increase in continental tourism. Young
British nobility and the rising middle-class took part in a new form of continental traveling:
leisure tourism. John Murray’s Hand-Book for Travellers on the Continent (1836) marked the
invention of the modern guidebook and was a staple for tourists to read and carry with them.
Murray’s guidebooks not only contained information for the tourist “to refine one’s capacities
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for historical, cultural, and aesthetic appreciation,” but also provided “requisite” entries on bank
notes, European passports, couriers, inns and innkeepers, the precarious nature of steamboats,
and surefire ways to locate an English Church on the continent (Shin 202).48 In his introduction,
Murray states that the aim of his guide was to provide “matter-of-fact descriptions…without
bewildering [his] readers with an account of all that may be seen” and stresses a style of writing
that is “simple and condensed” (2). Murray’s objectives are a far cry from William Gilpin’s
“grand object of pursuit,” which the picturesque traveler must follow (Wollstonecraft 161).49
Murray also includes excerpts from “Byron, Scott, Southey, or Bulwer,” which, “where the
works themselves are not to be procured, will enhance the interest of seeing the objects
described,” juxtaposing straightforward descriptions with these literary embellishments (2).
Barbara Schaff suggests that Murray’s hybrid genre of combining the mundane with the literary
was a means of providing tourists with “cultured, elitist, anti-touristic gestures in the emerging
age of mass tourism” and “familiarized and marketed Italy as a product of English Romanticism”
(106).50
Though these literary allusions and excerpts in Murray’s guidebooks can be considered
markers of Romantic poetic visions, Shelley’s Rambles shows a divergence from Murray’s
intention that information is to be presented as factual and accurate to those who would be
consulting the tour books on the spot. The main difference is that one views the reader as
“tourist” and the other as “traveller.” In Pleasure and Guilt on the Grand Tour: Travel Writing
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See John Murray, A Hand-Book for Travellers on the Continent, Being a Guide through
Holland, Belgium, Prussia and Northern Germany. London: John Murray, 1836, pp. ix- xxxi.
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Review of Gilpin, Observations on the River Wye, 161.
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See James Buzard, “A Continent of Pictures: reflections on the Europe of Nineteenth-Century
Tourists,” PMLA, vol. 108, no. 1 (January 1993), 30-44; 33. Other popular guidebooks of the
mid-nineteenth century were those by Karl Baedeker, Murray’s main competitor, and the
Edinburgh publishers Adam and Charles Black, which both targeted the traveling middle classes.
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and Imaginative Geography, Chloe Chard presents the Grand Tour as a social practice and
differentiates between these two approaches: the Romantic and the anti-Romantic. One posits
tourism as exploratory travel and the other, the Romantic approach, highlights the imagination’s
destabilizing effect upon the viewer’s foreign experience (11).51 This “effect” upon the viewer
speaks directly to what Gilpin proposes in “On Picturesque Travel”: “Nature is but a name for an
effect” and offers that “[i]f however the admirer of nature can turn his amusements to a higher
purpose; if it’s [sic] great scenes can inspire him with religious awe; or it’s [sic] tranquil scenes
with that complacency of mind, which is so nearly allied to benevolence, it is certainly better”
(47). Gilpin’s theory provides a fantasy version of how the picturesque traveler should engage
with nature. Ideally, the effects of the scene should produce an invigorated response from the
traveler’s imagination. Gilpin’s ideal nature-seeker is more the traveler than the tourist,
particularly the tourist that Murray has in mind. And furthermore, embedded in Gilpin’s
picturesque is its quintessential paradox of the traveler’s rendering nature in its authenticity, an
instability that for Shelley becomes a diversion from these aesthetics.
After leaving Trarbach, Germany at the beginning of her first voyage in Rambles, Shelley
seems as though she is about to describe “[t]he finest scenery of the Moselle,” but her reflections
take a turn when she realizes:
but words are vain; and in description there must ever be at once a vagueness and a
sameness that conveys no distinct ideas, unless it should awaken the imagination: unless
you can be placed beside us in our rough-hewn boat, and glide down between the vinecovered hills, with bare craggy heights towering above; now catching with glad
curiousity the first glimpse of a more beautiful bend of the river, a higher mountain peak,
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John Urry elaborates on the “tourist gaze” in Consuming Places. London and New York:
Routledge, 1995.
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a more romantic ruin; not looking back to gaze as long as possible on some picturesque
point of view, of which as the boat floated down but slightly assisted by the rowers, we
lost sight for ever –unless you can imagine and sympathise in the cheerful elasticity of
the setting out at morning, sharpened into hunger at noon… (23-4)
Shelley delivers the vivid and descriptive scenes of the Moselle, but the way that she frames
these effects of nature is of significance. She acknowledges the picturesque paradox: language
fails to encapsulate the brightness of a lived experience; the further one travels away from nature,
the more one realizes the artifice of these aesthetic categories. In a clever and calculated way,
Shelley puts these concerns at the forefront of her passage with the caveat “unless you can be
placed beside us,” these words will contain “a vagueness and a sameness that conveys no distinct
ideas” (23). As John Whale writes, “Gilpin’s definition of the Picturesque, like many an aesthetic
definition, operates like a structure of desire. As a Picturesque traveller, Gilpin is in pursuit of a
spirit of nature which always escapes the materiality of beautiful objects. Like Wordsworth’s
“something ever more about to be’, or the Rousseauistic idea of the unattainable object of desire,
Gilpin’s Picturesque means literally that it cannot define itself” (178). Shelley’s tour highlights
the evolution of the picturesque paradox from Dorothy Wordsworth’s proclaimation in the
Alfoxden Journal that nature’s effects were “[l]ost to us at Alfoxden long before she [the moon]
goes down the large white sea” (148). There, Wordsworth’s nature writing reveals how
embedded in the very nature of the picturesque is the unsettled and instable movement between
nature and artistic rendering. Once this idea is brought forth from the intimacy of the notebook’s
pages and into the public genre of the tour narrative in Wordsworth’s Scottish Tour, the
limitations of the aesthetic categories become fully realized, along with Wordsworth’s visible
frustrations at the vocabulary’s confines. Wollstonecraft’s tour of Scandinavia at the tail-end of
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the eighteenth century brings to the forefront the ways in which ecological disaster and cultural
catastrophe reveal the waning of picturesque tropes as they no longer can contain the traveler’s
aesthetic experiences. By the early 1840s when Shelley wrote her Rambles, the traveller’s
disappointment in representing the landscape was not only expected, but it becomes a method of
directing the reader how to experience. In the above passage, Shelley lists the predictable
picturesque prospects with the by now defunct catchphrases – “curiousity,” “gaze as long as
possible,” “beautiful bend of the river,” and “more romantic ruin” – as though making a parody
out of the aesthetic by highlighting the extraordinary pursuit of the object. What was once a
pleasure-chase of the unattainable object of desire is now a demand for the reader’s active
imagination. This call for the involvement of the reader’s imaginative engagement with the
natural scene is what Shelley deems of the utmost importance: “--there is a zest in all this,
especially on a voyage unhacknied by others, and therefore accompanied by a dash of
uncertainty and a great sense of novelty, which is lost in mere words: --you must do your part,
and feel and imagine, or all description proves tame and useless” (24). Akin to how
Wollstonecraft highlights in Letters the “entering in” of feeling as her entry point into the
picturesque, for Shelly the reader must work with the writer in pursuit of the prospect.
On her second journey in Rambles, two years after the first, Shelley revisits the Rhine
and Moselle rivers, and her shift in perspective is remarkably different:
Then the diorama as it were, of tower-crowned crag and vine-clad hills –of ruined castle,
fallen abbey, and time-honoured battlements, sufficed to enchain the attention and satisfy
the imagination and now – was I really blasé, and did my fancy no longer warm as I
looked around? No; but I wanted more: I had seen enough of the Rhine, as a picture, all
that the steam-voyager sees; – I desired to penetrate the ravines, to scale the heights, to
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linger among the ruins, to hear still more of its legends, and visit every romantic spot.
…but I will not make a list of names, to be found in a guidebook: on we went rapidly, not
catching sight of, passing, and losing in distance the ‘castled crags,’ –the romantic hills of
the glorious Rhine. (170-1)
Viewing the scene only through the guise of a picturesque aesthetic leaves Shelley wanting
more. Therefore, she turns to imagining the prospect through the visual artist’s device of the
diorama. The landscape becomes a miniature of itself, a shrunken picturesque art installation.
She senses the traveler’s disappointment and seeks to improve upon nature by re-envisioning the
scene as a three-dimensional museum piece. However, the device of the diorama pushes her even
further to reconsider her representational methods. She wants to “penetrate,” “scale,” “linger,”
“hear,” and “visit;” in other words, step into the scene. As the “steam-voyager” who glides down
the river, Shelley cannot enter into the view and become part of the scene. Following in the
calculated and well-worn footsteps of other travelers – including her own two years prior –
decreases the aesthetic value of the scene and suggests that to journey in the role of a “tourist” is
different than that of a “traveler.” Shelley proclaims as much when she shuns making a list of
place names as those that appear in guidebooks, presumably a reference to the routes of Murray’s
hand-books where there is no room for the traveler to trod off the beaten path.52
Inhabiting the role of traveler rather than that of tourist, Shelley includes her own
crossing of the Alps at Simplon Pass. One feels the echo of William Wordsworth’s
disappointment at the Simplon crossing in Shelley’s account. Shelley highlights this trope of
picturesque frustration by recalling “two circumstances” that “prevent my seeing it in all its
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sublimity” (134). The first problem is that the horses were turned away from the scene, which
forces Shelley to continuously stop in order “to catch those views which I had studied with such
longing to really see them, in Brockedon’s prints. But the scene was indeed different” (134). The
jolting starts and stops of Shelley’s pace make her feel more like a tourist than an interrupted
traveler. By comparing the Alps to William Brockedon’s prints, Shelley suggests that the scene
is not as affectively or aesthetically striking as his winter scene of “Alpine horrors” (134).
Though Shelley acknowledges that the summer season still made the view sublime, having the
picturesque artifice as represented by Brockedon already in her mind’s eye means that Shelley’s
“second-viewing” of the Alps, though not a simulation, detracts from her expectations:
There was no horror; but there was grandeur. There was a majestic simplicity that
inspired awe; the naked bones of a gigantic world were here: the elemental
substance of fair mother Earth, an abode for mighty spirits who need not the ministrations
of food and shelter that keep man alive, but whose vast shapes could only find, in these
giant crags, a home proportionate to their power. (135)
Alan Liu writes about the history that lies in Wordsworth’s Simplon Pass episode in The Prelude
and looks at the connection between exploration and the Romantic self: “any sense of completion
posited at the terminus can only appear a gap, an absence” (4). For Shelley, the aesthetic search
for goals through a picturesque frame has been replaced. While not the sublime experience she
had hoped for, Shelley creates an aesthetic effect that echoes Wollstonecraft’s geological
sublime in Letters. Shelley’s vision of the Alps’ “naked bones of a gigantic world” is a reference
to Wollstonecraft’s rocky Scandinavian shoreline, “the bones of the world waiting to be clothed
with every thing necessary to give life and beauty” (28). Instead of following her mother’s
trajectory of thought and envisioning the world a “vast prison” (68) with no room left to support
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human civilization, Shelley casts a supernatural veil over the mountains: elemental spirits haunt
these rocks.
Perhaps one reason why at this point the failure at Simplon Pass seems inevitable is the
fact that: “Tours, as opposed to journeys or explorations, always seem undermotivated; they
always seem to be impelled by someone else’s motive. A tour’s conventional motivation,
perhaps, always represses something indescribable at home –whether ennui or something
stronger” (Liu 7). Indeed, though Shelley chooses the popular genre of the tour to deliver her
narrative, what she “represses” is something much more personal. Whale offers that “the
sketches of the artist or the memories of the traveller – is more like a compromised reassemblage
of parts than an actual discovery” (178), and whereas Dorothy Wordsworth turned to her abstract
map-making endeavors of the Scottish Highlands, Mary Shelley attempts to disassemble the
picturesque in order to write about the reawakening of traumatic memories.

The “Commonest Objects Around”
Shelley’s mood and tone frames her travelogue as a journey of personal restoration and
renewal tinged with grief. She wishes to return to “the mortal remains of those beloved–my
husband and my children, whose loss changed my whole existence” (1-2) while also hoping that
“[t]ravelling will cure all: my busy brooding thoughts will be scattered abroad” (2). As Shelley
prepares to retrace her own footsteps, the intimate tone of the narrative’s first letter at once
invites the reader into Shelley’s inner circle and also creates an affective trespassing. Shelley
opens with an incantations of sorts: “[t]he name of Italy has magic in its very syllables,” as
though she uses the script of the place-name as a way to conjure a dreamlike tone or mood (2).
She ends the opening letter: “I myself…forget the past and the future” (9), suggesting a temporal
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disturbance of self must take place in order to proceed. She expresses a similar sentiment in her
journal entry dated February 26th, 1841 and written while she was touring Berlin, Venice,
Florence, and Paris: “My mind slumbers & my heart is dull–Is life quite over? Have the storms
& wrecks of the last years destroyed my intellect, my imagination, my capacity of invention–
What am I become?” (JMS II 572). In the throes of an identity crisis, Shelley’s preoccupation
lies in examining how the past “wrecks” have accumulated in the present. Her self-questioning
suggests a kind of temporal dislodging. While Shelley as traveller seeks to move forward by
traversing foreign terrain, her mind’s state casts a shadow backward.
Akin to Mary Favret’s argument that the Post-Napoleonic mood of melancholy
exemplifies wartime culture as a “persistent mode of daily living and habit of mind,” in Rambles,
the mood of trauma is embedded in the monotony of everyday objects (14). These affective
disruptions are due to Shelley’s past psychological wounds, which elude the “usual models for
organizing time, such as linearity, punctuality, and periodicity” (Favret 11). Mary Poovey offers
that in Shelley’s later novels she tends “to express and efface herself at the same time,” which
results from the tension between her radical upbringing and marriage and her father’s
increasingly conservative attitudes towards women’s roles (131). I agree with Elizabeth Dolan’s
suggestion that this tension is also visible in Rambles, where “the narrative’s fluctuation between
expression and effacement, visibility and invisibility…as the narrative embodiment of the
unsettling tension between what is known and unknown in trauma” (134). I am most interested
in the temporal delay that results from the untranslatability of traumatic utterance and how
traumatic memory when found in everyday objects and occurrences, eludes the very form of the
object that it takes.
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In a review of Rambles in Tait’s Edinburgh Magazine in 1844, the writer remarks on the
“frequent allusions to the death of her children, and the master calamity of her life, the awful
catastrophe which bereaved her of her husband” which “recur so often as to mar their own effect,
if not to beget an unpleasant sensation in the reader’s mind, though he may neither be indifferent
nor hard of heart” (261). Though annoyed with the melodramatic overtones of the narrative, the
reviewer focuses on the post-catastrophic mindset in which the narrative was written. I am less
interested in examining the melancholic effects Shelley’s travel narrative has on her reader, and
would rather like to concentrate on the “frequent allusions” that are not mere recollections of the
past, but instead are the accumulation of trauma’s wreckage that consumes Shelley-as-traveler.
In fact, Shelley makes these sentiments known in a letter to her trusted friend, Leigh Hunt:
I am really frightened when I think that you are reading my book critically-It seems to me
such a wretched piece of work –written much of it in a state of pain that makes me look
at its pages now as if written in a dream. The second volume only tells any thing new –I
fear I shall be very much ashamed of it – (LMWS 146)
Feeling anxious about the narrative’s reception, Shelley emphasizes to Hunt the text’s dream-like
quality. Her letter’s frank reflections contradict the optimistic façade that she broadcasts at the
outset of her journey: “Travelling will cure all: my busy, brooding thoughts will be scattered
abroad” (2).53 She singles out the process of touring as a means of rejuvenation, echoing the
narrative’s title of an uninhibited wandering. Indeed, in addition to the body’s rambles, mental
modes of wandering also undergo a kind of cartographic divergence. When Rambles is read in
tandem with her letter to Hunt, the travelogue reveals her attempts at subverting her “state of
pain.” In fact, as Shelley kicks off her tour:
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Shelley had hopes that the tour would bring about a cure not only to physical ailments–the
most dire of them a possible brain tumor but also to psychological unrest (Moskal 251).
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Now I complained…of the most painful sensations; yet the fatigue I endured seemed to
take away weariness instead of occasioning it. I felt light of limb and in good spirits. On
the shores of France I shook the dust of accumulated cares off me; I forgot
disappointments, and banished sorrow: weariness of body replaced beneficially weariness
of soul–so much heavier, so much harder to bear. (7)
Preferring physical pain to mental anguish, Shelley chooses to find a kind of false peace in her
body’s fatigue. Like “scattering her thoughts abroad,” Shelley imagines herself as shedding the
wreckage of “accumulated cares” and entering a spiritual rebirth of spirit and soul.
Most significantly, Shelley attempts an erasure of mental suffering. Even though she
claims to have forgotten her anguish while standing on France’s soil, the travel narrative is
written in recollection, and therefore, by beginning the new sentiment “–so much heavier, so
much harder to bear” with a caesura, we see a doubling of consciousness and a resurfacing of the
“state of pain” that she wishes to suppress. To admit to the act of forgetting means not having
forgotten, and, subsequently, past psychological suffering becomes both the foreground and
backdrop of the narrative. Although Shelley begins her journey with an attempt at a phoenix-like
regeneration, her increased emotional suffering continues frequently to appear in the text.
Natural objects in her surrounding landscape and everyday household objects allow past
psychological traumas to resurface. Resting the night at an Italian inn, Shelley scans the room’s
décor:
To me, indeed, there was something even thrilling and affecting in the aspect of the
commonest objects around….Window-curtains, the very wash-hand stands, they were all
such as had been familiar to me in Italy long, long ago. I had not seen them since those
young and happy days. Strange and indescribable emotions invaded me; recollections,
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long forgotten, produced by those objects being presented to my eye, inspiring a mixture
of pleasure and pain, almost amounting to agony. (60-1)
Mood does not arise from memory, but rather, lives in the “commonest” household objects. This
collection of inanimate objects presents unusual culprits in a traditionally picturesque tour where
one would expect to be affectively struck by a river’s bend or a mountain’s peak. However for
Shelley, the scene is one of closed spaces and interiority. The reappearance of the inanimate
objects trigger “indescribable emotions” that “invade,” suggesting that this affective response is
alien and unwanted. Though part of the narrative’s aim is for Shelley to “forget” her past, these
objects reacquaint her with heavy trauma. Whereas Gilpin in Three Essays identifies how “new
objects” of picturesque travel should be “sources of amusement” and that it should be considered
“in what way the mind is gratified by these objects” (50, 46), in Rambles, Shelley presents a
more volatile aesthetic relationship, one where the objects she encounters often disrupt her
affective equilibrium.
With only a few weeks left in her tour, Shelley stays the night at an inn in Dresden. The
excerpted letter below is one of the few passages that Shelley writes in the present tense.
Night comes at last….Near us in a church tower, with a loud clock; and as I lie, courting
sleep, with my windows of necessity wide open, the sound of the clock seems to enter my
room. We are told, sounds are produced by vibrations of air, which beginning where the
sound is born, spread themselves further and further; and thus I hear–I feel it. I believe
that I am aware of the moment when the clock strikes; on comes the sound, louder and
louder, till my room is filled as with thunder –and the wounded sense of hearing would
fain fly and escape–but cannot. You can form no idea what it is to have twelve o’clock
thus walk up bodily to your pillow, in the otherwise deep silence of night. (249-50)
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The immediacy of Shelley’s tone is palpable. In a state of being that is half-awake and halfasleep, Shelley hears the rhythmic tolling of the clock reverberate through the air and turn into a
tangible corporeality. The passage builds its suspense through the increasing frequency of the
sound wave. Whereas before, Shelley’s past trauma was embedded in household objects, in this
passage, the object itself has dissipated and become a vibration, an echo of itself. Not only does
The climactic tolling of the bell culminates with its booming “thunder” and leaves her feeling an
inescapable “wounded sense of hearing.” It is as though her internal turmoil has found an
embodiment in the church tower’s clock.
Moving in and out of first, second, and third person narrative, Shelley resists adhering to
a defined form of subjectivity, but instead the above passage can be read in terms similar to
Thomas Pfau’s, who posits romantic lyricism as “awaken[ing] romantic subjectivity from its
dormant state and to its perilous historical situatedness, all the while sheltering (at least partially)
the subject of such awakening from the traumatic impact of the knowledge so produced in the
cocoon of aesthetic form” (11). Confronted with an explicit mapping of time, Shelley uses
poetic devices such as metonymy, personification, and allusion in order to highlight the
aesthetics of the event. The literary artifice underscores the relationship between the real and the
fictional in a way similar to what Tilottama Rajan describes as “autonarration, in which
characters and episodes from the author’s life are reworked into fictional form. Autonarration
allowed her [Shelley] to think through the cultural and emotional configurations in which she
was inscribed by transposing them onto the mirror-stage of a virtual reality projected into the
past, the future, or the fantastic” (emphasis in original, 88). The virtualization of the clock’s
tolling pushes Shelley to the edge of catastrophe’s felt presence.
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Shelley’s arrival in Venice prompts her to recollect daughter Clara’s death in 1818:
“Death hovered over the scene. Gathered into myself, with my ‘mind’s eye’ I saw those before
me long departed; and I was agitated again by emotions –by passions—and those the deepest a
woman’s heart can harbor –a dread to see her child even at that instant expire” (77). Shelley
visually recalls her affective state through a kind of virtual-rendering of a scene in her “mind’s
eye.” Referencing Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Thomas Holcroft, she asserts that those who are
stricken with:
mental or corporeal agony are strangely alive to immediate external objects, and their
imagination even exercises its wild power over them… Holcroft, who was a martyr to
intense physical suffering, alludes to the notice the soul takes of the objects presented to
the eye in its hour of agony, as a relief afforded by nature to permit the nerves to endure
pain. In both states I have experienced it; and the particular shape of a room –the progress
of shadows on a wall—the peculiar flickering of trees—the exact succession of objects
on a journey—have been indelibly engraved in my memory, as marked in, and associated
with, hours and minutes when the nerves were strung to their utmost tension by the
endurance of pain, or the far severer infliction of mental anguish. (77-9)
At first Shelley seems to describe the phenomenon she encountered before with the domestic
sphere’s objects like the washstand, curtains, and clock’s toll; the shape and form prompted her
to experience a familiarity not only of place, but also of her past affective traumatic experiences.
Here, Shelley once more is drawn to analyzing this complicated aesthetic relationship. Yet the
examples she provides in this passage are uniquely different than what came before. Now, the
“immediate external objects” have lost their form. The picturesque journey of Rambles has
become reduced to a mere echo of the object’s form: not the room itself or the objects inside of
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it, but the “shape of a room”; not the curtains that cast a shadow, but “shadows on a wall”; and
not the tree’s leaves, but the “flickering” of the trees, the movement itself. The bright and robust
prospects of the Alps and Moselle that represented the quintessential picturesque aesthetic have
undergone a drastic change: the picturesque object has become a shadow of itself, an abstraction.
Furthermore, these objects are intricately connected to a particularly time-bound memory
and produce a traumatic and severe affective response. Cathy Caruth’s definition of trauma in
Unclaimed Experience: Trauma, Narrative, and History is useful here: “The repetitions of the
traumatic event–which remain unavailable to consciousness but intrude repeatedly on sight–thus
suggest a larger relation to the event that extends beyond what can simply be seen or what can be
known, and is inextricably tied up with the belatedness and incomprehensibility that remain at
the heart of this repetitive seeing” (92). Shelley’s objects and echoes of objects prompt her to
continuously see and re-see her past traumatic experiences. As traveler and tour-writer, Shelley
is expected to record and recollect all that is in her line of sight. Yet, these objects, though their
shape and form may change, evoke the same memories of suffering and sadness, which due to
their traumatic nature, place Shelley in a kind of temporal bind. It is no wonder, then, that
Shelley, in her notebook that she composed parallel to this tour, asks of herself, “What am I
become?” (JMS II 572). This questioning of self, and specifically her affective self, can be better
understood in tandem with Thomas Pfau’s investigation of mood as “not as an occasional or
even transcendental feeling but, rather, as the horizon encompassing both, the ‘being-there’ and
apparent ‘not-being-there’ of quotidian no less than philosophical consciousness” (11). Shelley’s
self-reflections emphasize a state of self-recollected exile.
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In the Wake of War
Gary Kelly argues that Mary Shelley’s texts have an elegiac tone that suggests a “lament
for a future promised in Revolutionary action but not yet realized” (26). I am most interested in
the way that Shelley’s concern lies not only with her personal past trauma, but also how the
trauma of history acts also a disruption in her tour.
The tour’s disengagement with the picturesque tradition makes way for forgotten and
unaccounted historical traumas. Nearing the end of July, Shelley and her party visit the
countryside of Franconia, Germany. The act of looking at the pastoral-scape prompts an affective
reflection on the Hessian soldiers who were sent to fight in the American Revolutionary War:
“our government called in the aid of foreign mercenaries to subdue the revolted colonies;” “[W]e
censure the policy of government, we lament the obstinacy of George III…But our imagination
does not transport itself to the homes of the unfortunate Germans; nor is our abhorrence of the
tyranny that sent them to die in another atmosphere awakened” (203). Shelley displays a fervent
detestation for the corrupt acts of government, and continues to describe how the soldiers were
“hunted down like wild animals, and starved into surrender” (205). This moment marks a
distinctive break from the role of picturesque tourist who gazes and gawks at monuments,
prospects, and ruins, and instead is an expression of the traveller who becomes, through a
physical and emotional engagement with the landscape, consumed with the scars of a country’s
shameful past. Shelley’s striking and forceful affective response highlights her concern with
what has been “so overlooked by history” (203), and therefore, what her tour, as history, can rerecord and re-envision. Remarking on her role as historiographer, she writes, “[h]istory fails
fearfully in its duty when it makes over to the poet the record and memory of such an event”
(205). Notably, Shelley sees herself as not only an impromptu record-keeper, but also as a
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memory-holder. The displacement of Germans soldiers and the effects that this act had on their
families and communities can be qualified in Favret’s terms as “distant warfare” (1), in other
words, that which has been made remote by time and by place. Favret’s work looks at how
Napoleonic-era global military operations affected the British people and offers a way to make
sense of how one engages with these kinds of – geographically and emotionally – distant
traumatic memories. Favret suggests that “[a]ffect often eludes the usual models for organizing
time such as linearity, punctuality, and periodicity; it eludes as well the usual models for
organizing history” (11). In this case, Shelley’s tour becomes a form where trauma cannot be
measured or controlled, but instead, disrupts the tour’s linear momentum and chronology. The
tour-genre becomes a kind of aestheticized gathering place for a flood of delayed affective
responses from the past and the present. The sequencing of traveling from place to place does not
provide Shelley with a structured way for organizing memory, but instead, is an unsettling
scattering of her and others’ feelings.
Similarly, in Shelley’s first travelogue History of a Six Weeks’ Tour, violence also
becomes encoded in the landscape in notable instances. In this example, Shelley’s tour takes her
through a war-torn landscape left in the wake of Napoleon’s army. In Nogent, France, Shelley
remarks that all had been “desolated by the Cossacs,” and “[n]othing could be more entire than
the ruin which these barbarians had spread…the distress of the inhabitants, whose houses had
been burned, their cattle killed, and all their wealth destroyed, has given a sting to my detestation
of war, which none can feel who have not travelled through a country pillaged and wasted by this
plague, which, in his pride, man inflicts upon his fellow” (emphasis my own, H6WT 19).
Whereas in Rambles, Shelley’s encounter with the landscape prompts her to imagine historical
traumata of Germany’s past, in History, historical trauma is in the present, not the distant past.
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Shelley’s frank representations of war’s catastrophic and painful effects are amplified by how
she creates an affective moment out of an aesthetic one. She stresses the effects of traveling and
experiencing the feeling of suffering first-hand, and though she does not describe this emotion,
she offers to her reader that to feel is part and parcel of traveling.
Consequently, as History progresses, the landscape becomes increasingly more fraught
with war’s ravages. The group, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mary Shelley, and Claire Clairmont, along
with a mule in toe carrying their portmanteau, travel to Troyes, and in a state of fatigue and
stress, and often lose sight of the road. Whereas her description of Nogent’s devastation focuses
on the village’s economic, social, and emotional depletion, in Troyes, place becomes almost
devoid of any specificity, and instead, the reader encounters a trauma-ridden wasteland:
Nothing could be more barren and wretched than the track through which we now passed;
the ground was chalky and uncovered even by grass, and where there had been any
attempts made towards cultivation, the straggling ears of corn discovered more plainly
the barren nature of the soil. Thousands of insects, which were of the same white colour
as the road, infested our path; the sky was cloudless, and the sun darted its rays upon us,
reflected back by the earth, until I nearly fainted under the heat. (H6WT 22)
The scorched earth, dying crops, plague of insects, and blinding heat form part of a postapocalyptic landscape. Unlike many travel narratives of the early nineteenth-century where it
was common in “accounts of misadventure…to try to find some means of explicating all such
sufferings Providentially: that is to say, to find evidence of the guiding hand of God in the midst
of the traveller’s travails, and thus to offer a consoling sense of there being some larger purpose
of justice inherent in the disaster” (Thompson 64), Shelley does not attempt to alleviate her
suffering in spiritual relief. Instead, sauntering in the sickening heat, the party wallows in
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despair. We get the sense that Shelley and her companions are “those living through but not in a
war” (Favret 9) where the devastation is palpable: “ruins that lay scattered about, the gardens
covered with the white dust of the torn cottages, the black burnt beams, and squalid looks of the
inhabitants presented in every direction the melancholy aspect of devastation” (H6WT 23). The
aesthetic rendering reveals war’s irreparable physical and psychological damage. In the way that
“the role of the aesthetic thus becomes to trace how individuals and communities are at once
embedded in and estranged from their experiential, historical reality” (Pfau 16), Shelley’s written
account reworks the trauma of wartime culture and makes space for a mood that is palpable. The
resulting text speaks to how the paradox of the picturesque tour, to aesthetically represent nature
in its authentic and wild state, opens space for the traveler to negotiate affective self-nature
relations. These affective responses become more complicated when the landscape is a war-torn
one. The question of representation is even more pressing when emotional scarring is at stake:
how does one traverse a landscape while remaining unscathed? History highlights the irony
when the picturesque becomes ridden with war’s effects: “Many villages ruined by the war,
occupied the most romantic spots” (H6WT 28), but these pleasant “spots” meant for the eye’s
amiable gaze, turn into moments when “our eyes were fatigued by observing nothing but a white
expanse of ground, where no bramble or stunted shrub adorned its barrenness” (H6WT 25).54
War strips the landscape of its picturesque aesthetic elements; prospects lack variety and
greenery, and are instead places of estrangement, a monotonous wasteland. As the traveler’s
wandering gaze shifts from an expansive horizon to a small patch of earth, we can see how the
tour’s narrative disengages from what is traditionally picturesque. These aesthetic moments are
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The moment is reminiscent of the weary traveler’s dull monotony in William Wordsworth’s
“The Old Cumberland Beggar”: “one little span of earth / Is all his prospect. Thus, from day to
day, Bow-bent, his eyes for ever on the ground, / He plies his weary journey” (51-4).
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places where the battlefield’s traumata are felt and violence is encoded in the landscape as a
disruptive force.

Phantasmagoria’s Ghosts
As we have seen, the historical trauma Shelley records in her tours cannot be measured or
controlled within picturesque categories. Not only does this disruption pertain to cultural
catastrophes, but it also comes from personal traumas embedded in the landscape. One such
encounter occurs at the beginning of October when Shelley decides to journey by steamer to the
city of Vevay, Switzerland. Ghosting along on Lake Geneva, she recalls distinctive moments
from her past:
I caught a glimpse of the scenes among which I had lived, when first I stepped out from
childhood into life…I could mark and recognize a thousand slight peculiarities, familiar
objects then-forgotten since-now replete with recollections and associations. Was I the
same person who had lived there, the companion of the dead? For all were gone: even
my young child, whom I had looked upon as the joy of future years, had died in infancynot one hope, then in fair bud, had opened into maturity; storm, and blight, and death, had
passed over, and destroyed all. When I was young, I had reached the position of an aged
person, driven back on memory for companionship with the beloved; and now I looked
on the inanimate objects that had surrounded me, which survived, the same in aspect as
then, to feel that all my life since was but an unreal phantasmagoria-the shades that
gathered round the scene were the realities-the substance and truth of the soul’s life,
which I shall, I trust, hereafter rejoin. (139-140)
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Like the curtains and washstand in the Italian inn, and the booming clock chime, the landscape’s
inanimate objects attempt to ground Shelley’s residual memory. Yet, what has been recollected
and what has been forgotten become blurred, as though the process of recollection has been
stifled. Shelley’s attempted rejuvenation results in a moment of temporal confusion. She feels
loss and grief from the stream of memories that have been embedded in these “inanimate
objects.” Her phrase “driven back on memory” echoes “involuntary” and suggests that she has
no control over her emotions. Qualifying her life as an “unreal phantasmagoria,” Shelley sees
herself as one of the inanimate objects on the shoreline; an inexplicable survivor of catastrophe
that cannot dislodge the traumatic memories it holds.
The use of the term “phantasmagoria” points to a critical point in Shelley’s tour when
questions of how to process suffering, trauma, and mourning are at its forefront. It is necessary to
contextualize this term historically, aesthetically, and psychoanalytically in order to examine this
particular kind of disruptive mood. Historically, the term is first attached to the physicist’s and
magician’s light show that premiered at the end of the eighteenth-century; first in Leipzig where
it was known as a “cloud lantern” by Johann Schröpfer in the late 1760s, and then in Paris, where
it was widely used in performances by Paul Philidor, a pseudonym for the inventor (Mannoni
392-393.). In France, these light shows occurred at the height of the “First Terror,” and during
the epilogue of one notable performance in March of 1793, showed the illuminated faces of
revolutionaries Philippe Égalité, Maximilien Robespierre, and Jean-Paul Marat with “claws,
horns, and a long tail” (qtd. in Mannoni 396).55
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Perhaps not by chance, as Lauren Mannoni reveals, Philidor and his phantasmagoria show
disappeared from France a month later; in July of the same year, Charlotte Corday would
assassinate Marat and in November Égalité was sent to the guillotine.
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In the aftermath of the French Revolution, the term “phantasmagoria” was used regularly
at the beginning of the nineteenth century: “Though initially coined to describe optical illusions
created by magic lanterns that were on display in London beginning in 1802 (OED), the term
soon emerges as a descriptor for the operation of ideological fantasy” (n. 518 in Pfau). Terry
Castle’s thorough etymological analysis of “phantasmagoria” examines this shift in meaning of
the term from an “artificially produced ‘spectral’ illusion” to what the word has now come to
refer as “something wholly internal or subjective: the phantasmic imagery of the mind” (29).
It is no wonder, then, that Shelley uses this term to pinpoint a pinnacle moment in her
tour. First, when thinking of the term “phantasmagoria” as the fantastical light show that often
devilishly satirized the predominant players of the Terror, Shelley’s scene speaks to the tourbook’s function as a collection of historical traumata. Therefore, it is no surprise that Shelley
would internalize this spectral illusion that foreshadowed the deaths of these radicals in order to
illuminate the shadowy figures of her dead husband and children. The ghosts of her family, who
appear “round the scene,” replace the picturesque scenery expected to dot the shores of Lake
Geneva on a boat tour. As I examined previously in this chapter, this moment also echoes her use
of the analogy of the diorama, on her second tour in Rambles, to describe the Rhine and Moselle
rivers (170-1). Shelley’s engagement with these artistic mediums points to her use of alternative
art modalities to aid in negotiating her affective experience.
Furthermore, this nightmarish fantasy becomes more complicated by her use of the
qualifier “unreal” to describe the “phantasmagoria,” emphasizing the artifice and dreamy quality
of this traumatic, historical moment. The juxtaposition between fiction and history can be better
understood by considering Walter Benjamin’s concept of the urban phantasmagoria during the
1920s and 1930s as expressed in The Arcades Project. Benjamin addresses the new urbanism of
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Napoleon III’s minister, Baron Haussmann, whose phantasmagoric illusions are cultivated in
urban renewal projects that attempted to create a kind of social utopia.56 Benjamin uses the term
to describe the spectacle and splendor of Paris: “Phantasmagoria is the intentional correlate of
immediate experience [m3a,4]” and the “‘universe of a phantasmagoria’ is not simply a
collection of visions or images – true or false, natural or artificial – but an entire system of
relationships poised uneasily on the borders between public and private space, past and future,
dream and waking” (804). Benjamin speaks of phantasmagoria when referring to fantasy
constructions that reintroduce mythic elements into the present. The displays of objects found in
architectural spaces, like the arcades of Paris, awake in the public illusory thoughts and
memories. In this way, phantasmagoria can be read as a collection of otherworldly and magical
objects that contain cultural particularities and affective traits that allow for traces of the past in
the present. Ultimately, for Benjamin cultural fantasies allow us to connect or distance ourselves
from our cultural subconscious.
These observations illuminate Shelley’s “unreal phantasmagoria” as the culmination of
her lived traumatic experiences that surfaces in the commonest of objects. Rambles resists any
kind of linear progression through place or movement through time. Instead, as revealed in her
“unreal phantasmagoria,” her history of trauma manifests in a maddening and contradictory
perception: the ghosts are no longer illusions present in her mind’s eye, but they are experienced
as real entities, existing outside the boundaries of the psyche. In viewing the ghosts of her past,
she confronts the suffering of her present. Indeed, this moment points to Shelley’s goal in writing
this tour, as she expressed at the outset of Rambles, as a way to heal from past pain. This text,
then, can be read as a meditation on mourning, and as I have argued in this chapter, one where
56

See Susan Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing: Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999.
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traumatic memory disrupts everything. As Judith Butler writes in her meditation on mourning
and violence, “[i]f mourning involves knowing what one has lost…then mourning would be
maintained by its enigmatic dimension, by the experience of not knowing incited by losing what
we cannot fully fathom” (22). This “enigmatic dimension” is for Shelley navigating loss and
suffering in a state of unknowing as she follows in the same footsteps and visits the same sites
she journeyed with her husband.
Rambles, then, is a post-picturesque tour narrative because history’s violence and
personal suffering radically alter how the traveler interacts and renders the landscape. Instead of
the traveler’s gazing through a Claude glass or envisioning the landscape through Gilpin’s vision
that would ultimately incite the imagination, in Rambles, the traveler now looks backward,
amidst the aftermath of catastrophe. As Benjamin writes in the ninth of his “Theses on the
Philosophy of History”:
The ‘Angelus Novus’ shows an angel looking as though he is about to move away from
something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are staring, his mouth is open, his wings
are spread. This is how one pictures the angel of history. His face is turned toward the
past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps
piling wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. (259)
Benjamin views Paul Klee’s etching “Angelus Novus” and provides a meditation on the
temporal stasis that occurs in the aftermath of catastrophe. Benjamin’s angel is paralyzed by a
storm called “progress” that pulls him forward without being able to “awaken the dead” or come
to terms with the wreckage accumulating at his feet (259). The angel is at a contradictory
standstill that encapsulates the threshold of past and future, a suspended moment that disrupts
history’s chronological temporality, and instead, evokes an ever-accumulating collection of
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ruins. Likewise, Shelley’s movements in her travel narratives reveal her wading through
traumatic memories and historical violence. She completely disengages from picturesque tour
aesthetics, as well as from any linear and chronological development; in its place, she
communicates a sense of urgency to make all histories known, regardless of their affective
consequences.
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